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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in
conjunction with Universities Space Research Association (USRA) has
requested that the feasibility of a fleet of regolith tossing devices designed to
cover a lunar habitat for radiation protection be demonstrated. The
regolith, or lunar soil, protects the lunar habitat and its inhabitants from
radiation. Ideally, the device will operate autonomously in the lunar
environment.
To prove the feasibility of throwing regolith on the Moon, throwing
solutions were compared to traditional, Earth-based methods for moving
soil. Various throwing configurations were investigated. A linear
throwing motion combined with a spring and motor energizing system
proved a superior solution. Three different overall configurations for the
lunar device are presented. A single configuration is chosen and critical
parameters such as operating procedure, system volume, mass, and power
are developed.
The report is divided into seven main sections. First, the
Introduction section gives background information, defines the project
requirements and the design criteria, and presents the methodology used
for the completion of this design. Next, the Preliminary Analysis section
presents background information on characteristics of lunar habitats and
the lunar environment. Then, the Alternate Designs section presents
alternate solutions to each of the critical functions of the device. Fourth, a
detailed analysis of throwing the regolith is :lone to demonstrate its
feasibility. Then, the three overall design configurations are presented.
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Next, a configuration is selected and the conceptual design is expanded to
include system performance characteristics, size, and mass. Finally, the
Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work section evaluates the
design, outlines the next step to be taken in the design process, and
suggests possible goals for future design work.
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INTRODUCTION
The Universities Space Research Association (USRA) and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) are the sponsors
of this project. USRA is a private, non-profit organization created by the
National Academy of Sciences in 1969. USRA consists of 58 universities,
such as the University of Texas at Austin, across the United States, and
promotes research in space science and technology at these universities.
USRA also directs several programs for NASA. One of these programs is
the Advanced Design Program. This program joins engineering students
and faculty with engineers from NASA or other industry participants.
Design problems, for a senior design team to address during a semester,
are solicited from NASA or the other participants. The sponsoring
organization provides the student team with technical expertise and
consultation throughout the design project's duration. At the conclusion of
the project the design team submits a written report and makes an oral
presentation.
USRA has both short term and long term goals for the Advanced
Design Program. The short term goals are the implementation of
procedures and policies that will be the basis for future development.
There are several long term goals. One of these goals is the development of
the engineering design curricula at the university level. The Advanced
Design Program also gives university students a chance to work on real
problems in a capstone senior design course. This program benefits both
the engineering community and NASA.
In 1958, NASA was commissioned by the Federal Government for the
exploration of space. During their 34-year existence, NASA has landed a
space vehicle on Mars, sent six manned missions to the Moon, and has
placed various military and industrial satellites into orbit around the
Earth. Currently, NASA is considering a manned outpost on the Moon to
be established by the year 2004 [1].* This manned outpost will provide
excellent research opportunities for low-gravity experiments. The Moon
also provides an excellent base for space observations. On Earth, the
atmosphere can interfere with telescopic space observations. A lunar base
will also enable the extraction of oxygen and hydrogen from the regolith, or
lunar soil [2]. The lunar oxygen (LUNOX) will facilitate future space
exploration. The LUNOX is crucial for life support and fuel for propulsion.
With an established lunar base, the Moon can serve as an oxygen supply
station for future space missions.
1.1 Background Information
The lunar environment provides unique design challenges. The day
and night cycle corresponds to 29 Earth days. The surface temperature
ranges between 114 K during lunar night to 390 K during the lunar day [3].
Other concerns are the near total vacuum and the intense radiation that
the Moon experiences.
The intense radiation that the lunar base will experience is a key
concern in the construction and existence of a lunar base. Solar flares and
galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) can provide over twice the dosage needed to
kill a human. Solar flares are explosions of the sun's chromosphere
* References begin on page 101 of this report.
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resulting in the expulsion of high-energy protons. GCRs are an
omnidirectional flux of protons, alpha particles, and heavier nuclei which
arrive from interstellar sources such as supernovae. Average radiation
doses on the lunar surface are approximately 60 rein/year [4]. Any habitat
placed on the Moon needs shielding from this radiation. A proposed
method of shielding consists of covering the habitats with a layer of regolith
(see figure 1). A 50 cm regolith shield has been predicted to reduce the
unshielded radiation dose by 60% thus providing the necessary protection
[5]. In addition, the use of a regolith shield removes the need for
transportation of material from the Earth and protects the habitat from
micrometeorite impacts.
The project of the mechanical engineering design team is to develop
a method to automatically cover a lunar habitat with the needed regolith.
An example of such a method is a fleet of "robots" that independently %oss"
regolith on the habitat. Other possible uses for regolith gathering methods
are processing and extracting LUNOX, aiding the construction of lunar
roads, and excavation of exploded craters for habitat placement.
The low gravity and near vacuum lunar environment provide several
advantages to using tossing as the regolith placement method. The low
gravity environment allows for throwing the regolith at slower velocities
than if it was thrown on Earth. By using slower velocities, less power will
be consumed. The lack of atmosphere on the Moon removes drag, thus
decreasing the tendency of the regolith to spread when thrown.
The feasibility of throwing over other regolith placement methods
was stt, died. The best alternative was chosen for the fin_l design.
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Figure 1. Schematic of Lunar Habitat.
1.2 Project Requirements
There are four main requirements particular to the project specified
by NASA and the Universities Space Research Association (USRA). These
requirements are:
1. Demonstrate feasibility of the concept of a fleet of small regolith
tossing devices for the covering of lunar habitats.
2. Develop several conceptual designs for regolith placing devices.
3. Calculate power requirements, mass, size, and cost of the devices.
4. Construct a model demonstrating a specific design solution or use
of specific technology.
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1_ Design Criteria
Design criteria are needed as a basis for rating the design solutions
for these project requirements. The design criteria for this project were
divided into three categories: physical, environmental, and task specific.
1.3.1 Physical Criteria
Physical criteria deal with the cost of having to transport the device to
the Moon. The costs associated with launching objects into orbit are very
high and must be minimized. Three criteria fit into this category. The
design must have low mass. The design must have a long life. It is more
economical to have an object with a long life, instead of relying on many
redundant or replacement devices. The device must be storable and
compact; the devices must occupy a minimal amount of cargo space during
transport to the Moon. A storable, compact design potentially leaves room
for other payloads.
1.3,2 Environmental Criteria
Environmental criteria deal with the device having to operate in the
lunar environment. The rigors of the lunar surface include a near total
vacuum, electrostatic dust, and intense radiation. The devices must be able
to function and survive in this harsh environment. Several criteria fit into
this category.
The lunar device needs to have a high efficiency. Fuel is difficult to
obtain on the Moon The provided fuel must be used sparingly and_ not
wasted. A low power consumption is vital for the lunar devices. Adding
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energy storage items, such as batteries, to the device will add mass. Low
power consumption reduces the mass of the required energy storage
devices.
The design must be robust to withstand and survive the lunar
environment. The device must be stable to move around the lunar surface
and fulfill its tasks without becoming inoperable, for example, by improper
orientation for movement. If a device becomes momentarily inoperable, it
must be able to right itself or it will no longer function.
The number of moving parts in the lunar units needs to be
minimized. Lubrication of moving surfaces is a large problem on the
Moon. The near total vacuum removes the water vapor that acts as a
lubricant on the Earth. In addition, without perfect sealing any fluid
lubricants will vaporize on the Moon. Such sealing is both difficult and
expensive to obtain.
1.3_3 Task Specific Criteria
Task specific criteria deal with the device having to cover the lunar
habitat with little or no human interaction. The device must have a high
reliability. Initially, astronauts will not be on the Moon to repair a broken
device, so the units must have a low failure rate. The units must be
modular. A modular design will ease the repair of any components in the
device and facilitate modifications of the device for other tasks by future
lunar inhabitants. Such modifications increase the versatility of the
devices. The device must be fully or partially automated. The design is to
set up habitats before any humans are on the Moon. An automated device,
reduces the problems seen with teleoperation from the Earth. With
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automation, the time delay in communications between the Moon and the
Earth is no longer a critical problem.
1.4 Design Methodology
This section outlines the solution methodology used to complete the
design problem, based on the problem statement, project requirements, and
design criteria discussed above. The steps included a literature search, a
quantitative analysis of the design criteria, the development of alternative
designs for critical functions of the device, a detailed analysis of the regolith
placement method, the integration of the placement method into three
overall design configurations, and the construction and demonstration of a
model.
The initial phase of the design process consisted of reducing the
initial problem statement to its critical design requirements and creating a
functional description of the design. This abstraction revealed several
essential functions that the device must perform. Appendix A presents a
function structure showing each process the device must perform to
achieve its objective.
With the essential problem clearly defined, a literature search and a
patent search were performed. The literature search had two essential
goals. The first goal was to gather information about the Moon and the
lunar environment in which the unit will operate. Sources containing
information about general luncr conditions and previous lunar machines
were consulted. The second goal of the literature search was to gather
information about certain technologies that may be helpful to achieve a
successful, robust design. Literature about autonomous devices and
specific technologies that are used in autonomous devices, such as radar,
light-emitting diodes (LEDs), inertial sensors, and visual sensors were
consulted. A patent search was then performed. Reasons for performing a
patent search were to obtain information about similar design efforts, to
avoid patent infringement, and to explore options for design patentability.
The next step in the design process involved a quantitative analysis of
the design requirements. Using the data found in the literature search,
calculations were performed to investigate the physical necessities of the
device. The lunar environment may be conducive to non-obvious design
solutions and hostile to standard design solutions. Therefore, the design
team performed analyses to determine what types of design solutions are
preferred for lunar operations.
Due to the number of tasks that had to be done to complete this
project, it was necessary to narrow the scope of the project to make it more
tractable for a one semester design project. A detailed analysis was
performed on the actual placement of regolith on the habitat. A qualitative
analysis was performed on the other functions to select the most feasible
alternative. After the most feasible alternative for each function had been
selected, the regolith placement method was integrated into three overall
design configurations. One of these configurations was then chosen for a
demonstration model and a computer simulation, both of which will be
presented in the project's final presentation.
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PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
2.1 Habitat Characteristics
The size and shape of habitat to be permanently based on the Moon
has not been decided yet by NASA. A spherical habitat, 16 meters in
diameter, has been proposed [6]. This habitat will be used as a base
operations center, providing a living and working environment for a crew
of twelve. Figure 2 shows a cross-sectional view of the habitat covered by the
0.5 m thick regolith layer. The overall dimensions of the proposed habitat
are also included in the illustration.
0
Figure 2. Cross-sectional view of proposed habitat. (Modified from [7])
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The habitat is comprised of a spherical pneumatic envelope and an
internal structure. A potential problem when using regolith as a radiation
shield is the stress it may place on the habitat. This stress will be caused by
the weight of regolith placed on the habitat and by the impact of the load
when hitting the habitat. A preliminary analysis in these two areas
showed that there will be no danger in penetrating the habitat with the load
thrown or in the habitat collapsing due to the weight of the regolith (see
Appendix B).
2.2 Characteristics of the Lunar Environment
The lunar environment provides unique design challenges.
Radiation, temperature extremes, near total vacuum, micrometeorite
impact, and lower gravity are the most critical factors affecting the design
of lunar equipment. The following sections provide information about these
factors.
2.2.1 Radiation
The radiation at the lunar surface is very different to that on the
Earth because the Moon lacks both a strong magnetic field and a thick
atmosphere [8]. With no atmosphere, natural radiation protection on the
Moon is non-existent. Radiation hazards on the lunar surface come from
two different sources: galactic cosmic rays (GCRs), which permeate the
lunar environment at roughly constant levels, and solar energetic particle
events that produce extremely high levels of radiation for short periods of
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time. The heavy nuclei present in GCRs and the secondary particles that
GCRs generate in the lunar soil require the use of shielding to protect
humans and sensitive electronic equipment on the Moon. Energetic
particles are generally a minor concern on the Moon. A few very large
particle events generally occur each decade; However, these events are
serious radiation hazards to humans and equipment [9]. The National
Council on Radiation Protection has set a radiation upper limit for
astronauts at 50 rem/year, and not to exceed 25 rem in a 30 day period. The
average radiation dose at the lunar surface is about 60 tern/year [10].
Nucleon and heavy-ion transport codes have been used by Langley
Research Center to estimate shielding requirements for lunar habitats.
The effectiveness of a shielding material has been indicated by the variation
of the delivered radiation dose as a function of the shield thickness
required. For the predicted GCR dose, a 0.5 m thick regolith shield has
been predicted to reduce the free-space dose by about 60 percent [11].
2,2,2 Temperature
The temperatures on the Moon ranges from 102 K at lunar night to
384 K at lunar noon [12]. Materials and equipment insensitive to these
extreme conditions must be selected. Several problems are associated with
extreme temperatures. High temperatures cause evaporation of materials
and lubricants and low temperatures cause embrittlement of certain
materials. Thermal gradients also cause large strains in most materials.
All equipment reliant on lubrication must be carefully sealed so that the
lubricant does not evaporate. To minimize therr_al strains, materials with
low coefficients of thermal expansion should be considered.
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2.2_ Micrometeorlte Impact
The device should be protected from micrometeorite impacts.
Meteorites are naturally occurring small solid bodies, traveling through
space at high velocities. A rain of meteorites is constantly falling on the
lunar surface. Impact frequency decreases very rapidly with increasing
size. Micrometeorites between 1 to 10 mm are predicted to impact the lunar
surface at a rate of 300/m^2 per year [12]. Micrometeorite impacts will
damage exposed surfaces leading to premature equipment failure.
2.2.4 Vacuum
The absence of any significant atmosphere on the Moon causes a
vacuum level of approximately 10 -12 tort which is near total vacuum [13].
The near total vacuum in the lunar surface may also cause several
problems on the lunar equipment. Low pressures will cause evaporation of
lubricants and other materials which have the problem described above.
2.2.5 Gravity
The acceleration of gravity on the Moon is about 1/6 of the gravity on
Earth. This will cause objects on the Moon to weigh less than on the Earth.
2J] Characteristics of the Lunar Soil
Lunar soil, also called regolith, is prod,_.ced primarily by meteorite
impacts on the lunar surface. The lunar regolith has grain size
12
characteristics similar to silty sand. The average particle size by weight
generally varies from 0.04 mm to 0.13 mm [14]. Analogies have been made
to fine-grained slag or terrestrial volcanic ash [15]. Lunar regolith has a
very low electrical conductivity which permits accumulation of an
electrostatic charge under ultraviolet irradiation. As a device moves
around the lunar surface, clouds of electrostatically charged dust are
formed. This dust accumulates and adheres to equipment affecting its
performance.
The density of the regolith, or lunar soil, increases hyperbolically
with depth. An average density of 1465 kg/m^3 was assumed for this
analysis. This value was obtained by averaging the surface density and the
density at the maximum depth of dig.
Much information about the lunar soil is not currently available. Soil
properties and lunar surface characteristics at the outpost site were
assumed to be similar to the Apollo 11 landing site.
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ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS
3.1 Introduction
This section addresses the alternate solutions generated for each of
the critical functions that need to be performed by the device. Using the
design requirements and the function structure as guidelines, the main
task of the device was reduced to five primary functions and six secondary
functions. Primary functions are those which are critical in providing a
material flow for the regolith. Secondary functions are those which are
necessary to the overall success of the device, but do not enter into the
material flow path. The critical path of material flow is the path between
the initial collection of the regolith to the final position of the regolith on top
of the habitat. The critical material flow is shown in the function structure
in Appendix A.
The functions are discussed in decreasing order of importance.
Primary functions are discussed first, followed by a discussion of the
secondary functions. The five primary functions are gathering the
regolith, transporting the regolith to the habitat and placing the regolith on
the lunar habitat, mobilizing the unit, navigating and locating the unit and
the habitat, and determining the endpoint for placing the regolith. The six
secondary functions are powering the unit, coordinating multiple units,
identifying and avoiding obstacles, cooling and heating the unit, cleaning
lunar dust from the unit, and storing the unit. Although the functions
addressed do not include each task the device must perform, these
functions are those that are critical to the main objective of the device.
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To provide a complete solution configuration for the device,
alternative solutions are presented for each function. Advantages and
disadvantages of each solution variant are discussed. However, a complete
investigation of each alternative was not performed. Preliminary research
into autonomous lunar devices showed that many of the critical functions
have been addressed in previous design projects. In these projects the
available technology was researched and investigated to select an optimal
solution. When functions of previous lunar devices and this design are
similar, solutions were chosen from previous research and analysis rather
than repeating the investigation. An examination has been performed to
determine functions that are particular to this device. The particular
functions include transporting the regolith to the habitat and placing the
regolith on the lunar habitat. Alternative solutions for transporting
regolith to the habitat and placing regolith on the lunar habitat include
methods that "toss" and methods that transport or carry. Because the
feasibility of "tossing" devices was investigated, solution alternatives that do
not "toss" are generated to serve as a comparison for the "tossing" concept.
An overall system configuration is not presented in this section. In
several cases it is impractical, or unfeasible, to link certain function
solutions with a specific solution to a different function. For example,
using hopping for locomotion prevents the use of an axle-rotation counter
for navigating and locating the unit. Another example is throwing instead
of carrying the regolith. The viability of certain function solutions will
change depending on whether the device throws the regolith or carries it.
15
3.2 Transportation and Placement of Regolith
The primary function of the device is to place the regolith on top of the
habitat to provide radiation shielding. Transportation and placement of the
regolith can be performed in two separate functions, by getting the regolith
to the habitat and then placing it on top of the habitat; or combining both
functions by throwing the regolith from the gathering location. Several
alternatives were developed to perform this task in two separate functions.
These methods are a conveyor belt, a bucket assembly, raising and then
tilting a carrying mechanism, and hopping. These alternatives use a
lunar device to collect and transport the regolith close to the habitat and
then either dump the regolith onto a separate lifting mechanism, such as
the conveyor belt, or place the regolith directly on top of the habitat.
Dumping the regolith directly can be done with a system such as a front
loader or by hopping. An advantage of carrying and dumping the regolith
is that no long distance targeting or positioning system is needed. During
travel back and forth from the habitat to the regolith gathering sites the
device's location can be determined by using dead-reckoning (discussed in a
later section). A disadvantage of carrying and dumping systems is that
extra trips around the lunar surface may be needed, which can increase
the power requirements of the system. The extra trips will be from the
device going out to collect regolith and returning to dump the load. The
device will be moving at times without a load which is a waste of energy.
The first alternative for placing the dirt on top of the habitat is
dumping the regolith onto a conveyor belt or bucket assembly, both shown
in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Conveyor belt and bucket assemblies.
The conveyor belt consists of a belt on rollers which transports the
rego|ith from the dumping site to the top of the habitat. The belt is driven by
a motor. An advantage of the conveyor belt is that it operates continuously.
There are no energy losses from stopping and starting. A bucket assembly
consists of buckets on a cable system suspended on poles. The bucket
assembly is also powered by a motor. The mass of the bucket assembly will
depend on the number of buckets used to carry the load. £o avoid
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coordination problems it will be convenient to have each bucket carry the
same amount of regolith as the carrying mechanism, or to enable the
buckets to gather the regolith from a dumped pile. There are several
disadvantages of the conveyor belt and bucket systems. Two separate
devices are needed to place the regolith onto the habitat. These systems
must be large enough to reach the top of the habitat. This increased system
mass raises the costs to transport the system to the Moon. Human
interaction will also be needed to assemble the mechanisms and to initiate
operations. Once the devices are in place, it will be difficult to relocate
them. Also, both systems need a power source to drive the motors. Both
systems also have a large number of moving parts, which increases the
chance of mechanical failure.
A conveyor belt rotating on a track around the lunar habitat is
another option for the regolith placement method (see Figure 4). As the
assembly rotates it can sweep up the regolith around itself for collection. A
separate device, connected to the conveyor belt, can then collect the regolith
from the sides of the assembly. The collected regolith is then placed on the
conveyor belt for placement on the habitat. A major disadvantage to this
alternative is the large size and mass needed for the structure. The
conveyor belt assembly needs to be large to reach the top of the habitat and
will not be very modular. In addition, power is needed to rotate the belt
assembly around the habitat. This alternative also contains a large
number of moving parts, increasing the chances of mechanical failure.
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Figure 4. Circling conveyor belt mechanism.
Another alternative is a device that gathers the regolith, carries it to
the habitat, and places the regolith directly on top of the habitat. The lifting
mechanism is an integral part of the device. The most feasible option
considered for this alternative is to have the regolith container elevate and
then tilt, dumping the regolith on top of the habitat, as seen in Figure 5. A
major disadvantage of this device is the size needed to reach the top of the
habitat. An arm with a reach of at least 17 meters is needed to place
regolith on the habitat. Such an arm will make this device unstable.
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Figure 5. Dumping of regolith on top of lunar habitat.
The last carrying and dumping alternative is a device that moves by
hopping. Shown in Figure 6, the device hops over the dome and then drops
its regolith load while in mid-hop. An advantage to hopping is the ease of
obstacle avoidance while hopping. The lunar device can hop over obstacles
in its path. Hopping, however, is a very complicated method of motion. The
device needs to plan its hops to ensure a safe landing. Therefore, the device
will have to have prior knowledge of its landing point before a jump can be
attempted. Such knowledge can only come from mapping, which has the
difficulties discussed in a later section.
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Figure 6. Transportation and placement by hopping device.
The second class of alternatives for the transportation and placement
of regolith is throwing. Throwing the regolith has the advantage of
accomplishing the transportation and placement of the regolith at the same
time. Another advantage for throwing is that there is no wasted time or
energy traveling back and forth from the habitat to the regolith collection
site. There are no trips with an empty collection mechanism. The regolith
is collected and then thrown directly from the collection site. The low
gravity and near vacuum in the lunar environment also provide several
advantages to throwing. For a given distance, the lower gravity, one-sixth
of Earth's gravity, allows smaller forces for throwing. The lack of
atmosphere on the Moon reduces drag, thus decreasing the tendency to
spread of the thrown regolith. These factors will be discussed in more
detail in Section 4.1.
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Throwing the regolith has several disadvantages. A means of
targeting, to find the range to and the location of the habitat, is needed if
lunar dirt is to be thrown. Additionally, a launch speed or a launch angle
has to be calculated when throwing. For a given distance, the speed and
the angle are related to each other. The position of the device on the lunar
surface will affect the launch angle. Therefore some method for the
detection of level, such as a horizon sensor, is needed to enable the
modification of the trajectory equation. Alternately, the device can
mechanically bring itself to level, using a method such as pistons or electro-
mechanical actuators. Either of these options adds to the overall complexity
of the design. Also, the impact of thrown regolith may damage the
habitat's material. Lastly, any throwing mechanism needs calibration
before use. Compensation or repair must be made for any alterations that
may have occurred during transport to the lunar surface. Misalignment
during transport can cause the device to routinely miss the habitat with the
thrown regolith.
Several throwing mechanisms were considered. A mechanical arm,
a crossbow or slingshot, and an impact mechanism are all methods to
propel the regolith onto the habitat. There are several alternatives to power
these throwing mechanisms. Options are chemical propellant, an electric
motor, a permanent magnet and an electromagnet combination, an elastic
band or spring, and a rail gun type of device. A detailed analysis of
different throwing mechanisms is presented in a later section of the report.
A mechanical arm, as shown in Figure 7, is the first alternative
considered for throwing. Devices such as skeet machines and tennis ball
machines are proven arm-based methods to throw objects. Possible
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disadvantages are that a rotational mechanism may cause stability
problems due to the rotational inertia, and the rotational motion may
increase any dispersion of the thrown regolith.
_:_._..:.:.:-:-:.__:.:.:.:._?:+:_.+:.:_._$:_ ._.-_._#_':..'._
Figure 7. Mechanical throwing arm.
A crossbow or slingshot configuration, as shown in Figure 8,
provides a linear path for throwing. The load chamber is moved
backwards, energizing the powering device. The powering device is then
released, propelling the load chamber forward. Linear motion removes the
stability problems seen with a rotational mechanism. A possible problem
with this configuration is the guide track that is needed. Such a track is
susceptible to fouling by lunar dust.
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Figure 8. Crossbow or slingshot configuration.
An impact mechanism can also be used to impart the needed kinetic
energy to the regolith. As shown in Figure 9, the regolith is loaded onto a
thrust plate. The thrust plate is then impacted by a sledge to propel the
regolith. However, a sledge large enough to achieve the desired velocity and
range may be too massive to be feasible. A propellant may be needed to
supply the needed energy. A propellant-based option will operate similarly
to a shotgun. A disadvantage is that the propellant will have to be supplied
from Earth or manufactured on the lunar surface. Either of these
possibilities increases the costs of the device. The propellant also has to be
reloaded after every launch of regolith.
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Propellant
Figure 9. Impact mechanism.
Any of these throwing options need to be powered to propel the
regolith to the habitat. As discussed earlier, chemical propellant is one
method to propel the lunar regolith. Throwing regolith can also be done by
an electric motor. Another alternative is a permanent magnet and an
electromagnet combination, as seen in Figure 10. When the electromagnet
is uncharged, the arm is in a rest position. The magnetic dipoles of the two
magnets are initially oriented perpendicular to each other. Then, when the
electromagnet is energized, the two magnet poles move to align themselves,
causing the arm to rotate and propel the regolith. An advantage to this
configuration is that the rotating surfaces, the magnets, are supported by
the magnetic field. The two magnets do not touch so no lubricant is needed.
However, the energy needed to generate the magnetic field may be
prohibitive.
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Figure 10. Magnetically-driven arm.
An elastic band or a spring are other alternatives to power the
throwing device. The elastic band is energized by elongation whereas the
spring is energized by compression. These two alternatives have the
advantage of being able to be loaded 3lowly. By slowly energizing the
devices, the power requirements can be lowered. The drawback of an
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elastic band is the lack of durability. Elastomers have poor characteristics
in the lunar environment. The high temperature fluctuations and the
radiation on the lunar surface can greatly reduce the life of an elastomer.
The last alternative is the rail gun type of device (see Figure 11). By
placing the device in a magnetic field, the regolith load chamber can be
propelled forward, according to Faraday's Law of Induction. An advantage
of this alternative is that the magnetic field can also be used to support the
load chamber, by magnetic levitation. This levitation removes the need for
lubrication. However, the magnetic field needed may be excessive. Any
magnetic field generated may also affect electronics on the lunar device.
Load Chamber
II
Figure 11. Railgun throwing mechanism
3.3 Collection of Regolith
Before the device can place any regolith on the habitat, the regolith
has to be gathered. Several methods were considered for the collection of
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regolith. These methods are a bulldozer, a back hoe, a posthole digger, a
broom, and a "Ferris wheel" arrangement. A scarifier and an auger can be
used to loosen the surface regolith. This initial preparation can lower the
power needed for regolith collection. Methods such as a bulldozer, back
hoe, and a posthole digger are proven Earth-based methods for the
collection and movement of soil. These various mechanisms are shown in
Figure 12. These tools can be modified or adapted for use on the lunar
surface.
Posthole
Digger
Backhoe
Bulldozer
Figure 12. Standard Earth-moving equipment.
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A modification of the bulldozer concept is a simple ramp angling into
the lunar surface. As seen in Figure 13, the forward motion of the device
causes regolith to go up and over the ramp into a collection bin. The
feasibility of a ramp may be limited by the available traction on the lunar
surface. This alternative is examined in greater detail in Appendix J.
Bulldozer
Ramp
co,,°°,,o_n
............. , !.ii.L t:
Figure 13. Bulldozer modification.
A sweeping mechanism, shown in Figure 14, can also be used for the
collection of regolith. The
receptacle. An advantage
automatically be filtered out.
brush rotates, sweeping regolith into a
of a sweeper is that small rocks may
The impact of small rocks on the lunar
habitat during regolith placement may damage the habitat. A
disadvantage of sweeping is that it will agitate the lunar surface, possibly
causing dust clouds. Lunar dust will adhere to any device, accelerating
mechanical wear.
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Colletion RotatingSweeper
Figure 14. Sweeping mechanism.
A "Ferris wheel" arrangement, shown in Figure 15, is another
rotational mechanism for regolith collection. The "Ferris wheel" rotates,
scooping up regolith which is then dropped into a collection bin. Though
having moving parts, the Ferris wheel might double as a means for
propelling the entire device. This dual function can save mass on the final
design.
3O
Collection
Bin
Scoops
of Regolith
Figure 15. Ferris wheel arrangement for gathering of regolith.
Loosening the regolith prior to being collected may make the
gathering of regolith easier and less power intensive. Therefore, the
following alternatives need to be investigated further. A scarifier, shown in
Figure 16, is a toothed platform that is dragged across the lunar surface.
The scarifier teeth rake out large rocks and brake up the regolith, making it
easier to collect. Another device that can be used to loosen the regolith is an
auger, also shown in Figure 16. The blades of an auger rotate, breaking up
the surface regolith. Either of these two devices can be coupled with the
collection tools to reduce the power needed for the collection of the regolith.
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Scarifier
Figure 16. Scarifier and auger mechanisms.
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3.4 Vehicle Mobility and Locomotion
The device needs to be able to safely traverse the lunar surface.
Several driving mechanism were considered for the vehicle's locomotion.
Traditional methods, such as wheels, tracks, and half-tracks and more
exotic methods, such as walking or hopping were considered. There is a
trade between low complexity, low maintenance alternatives, such as
wheels, and high complexity, high maintenance alternatives, such as
walking. A high complexity, high maintenance device is often better suited
to climbing slopes up to 45 degrees and dealing with obstacles such as large
rocks and chasms [16]. Other components of a driving mechanism, such
as frame, suspension, drive train, and steering are items which need to be
addressed in the final design of the device. These items will not be covered
in this project.
Wheels, the traditional solution, have been used on previous lunar
missions and were proven successful. Four types of wheel configurations
were considered for the device's drive mechanism. The wheel
configurations are wire mesh wheels, inflatable tires, flexing metal
wheels, and hemispherical wheels. The various wheel geometries are
shown in Figure 17.
Wire mesh wheels, like the ones used on the Apollo lunar rover, are
light weight and durable. However, these wheels cause problems by
stirring up lunar dust and have a limited weight bearing capacity [17].
Inflatable tires, like the ones used on the Apollo equipment cart, are
light weight, p:ovide good suspension, and good traction on smooth
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surfaces. A problem is the selection of wheel material. Elastomers have
poor characteristics in the lunar environment.
Flexing metal wheels consist of a concentric hub and tread joined
with cylindrical springs. These wheels are light weight, have good weight
capacity, and provide a passive suspension [18]. The use of metal increases
the wheels' durability.
Wire Mesh Wheel Rexing Metal Wheel
Hemispherical Wheel Inflatable Wheel
Figure 17. Wheel geometries.
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Hemispherical wheels are the fourth wheel alternative. Fiberglass
cone wheels were used in Vietnam and lasted 25 800 km (16 000 miles)
before failure [19]. Hemispherical wheels are an improved alternative to
cone wheels. Cone wheels have high stress concentrations at the point
were the rim joins the body. The body of a hemispherical wheel is curved to
eliminate these stress concentration points [20]. These body modifications
provide the hemispherical wheel with an increased load bearing capability.
Also the treads on the rim of the wheel provide for greater traction.
Hemispherical wheels are also very durable [21].
Another item to be considered is the number of wheels to be used.
The possible number of wheels ranges between two and six. Two-wheeled
and three-wheeled vehicles have problems with stabiliW. Four-wheeled and
six-wheeled vehicles provide a more stable platform. Four and six wheels
have also proven successful for surface transportation in both terrestrial
and lunar applications. Six wheels require more power but offer greater
stability and an increased ability to handle difficult terrain. In addition,
with six wheels, it is possible to sustain the failure of one wheel and still
maneuver.
Tracks, or treads, are another option for lunar mobility. Tracks,
such as those of a military tank, have large surfaces in contact with the
ground which produce more traction than wheels and provide exceptional
handling on rough terrain. With tracks, shown in Figure 18, a vehicle
effectively lays its own road wherever it goes. Tracks are the most energy-
efficient option on very soft _round, such as the powdery lunar surface [22].
However, the number of moving parts for tracks is much greater than that
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for wheels. The increase in moving parts increases the likelihood of
mechanical failure and lowers the reliability of the system. In addition,
tracks are more vulnerable than wheels to damage from the lunar surface.
Small rocks, as well as an accumulation of lunar soil, can cause the tracks
to stall or derail. This failure will render the vehicle completely immobile
until repairs are made.
Half-Track
Figure 18. Examples of half-tracks and tracks.
A half-track, also shown in Figure 18, consists of two front wheels for
steering and two rear treads for propulsion. This alternative combines the
advantages of both wheels and tracks and provides excellent off-road
capability. The front wheels make the device easier to maneuver, and the
tracks give the drive mechanism better traction and handling of rough
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terrain. However, a half-track still has the problems with the possible
jamming and derailing of the tracks.
More exotic methods of vehicle mobility, such as walking or hopping,
were also considered. A walking, or legged, device and a hopping
mechanism both increase the ability to handle difficult terrain. A walking
mechanism can stride over obstacles, while a hopper can hop over the
obstacles. A major drawback is the immense complexity associated with
these mechanisms. Controlling legs or planning a hop makes these
options extremely complex.
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3.5 Vehicle Navigation and Location
During operation on the lunar surface,the positionof the device with
respect to the habitat needs to be known. Determining the position of the
device is important for a number of reasons. To deposit the regolithon the
habitat, the location of the device with respect to the habitat needs to be
determined. The positionof the device may also be important to prevent it
from repeatedly removing regolithfrom the same area of the lunar surface.
There are two main categoriesfor navigation and location:absolute
positioning and relative positioning. Absolute positioning uses external
reference systems to estimate the positionof the device with respect to its
surroundings and is generally based on a fLxed coordinate system.
Absolute positioning systems generally use line of sight (LOS)
measurements to determine distances between objects. Limited range is a
shortcoming of LOS measurement systems. If the lunar surface is
assumed fiat,without obstructions,two devices,2 m in height, would have
a LOS of approximately 5 km. [23]. Another disadvantage of an absolute
system is the need for additionalequipment external from the lunar device.
Relative positioning uses internal reference systems and is
characterized by self-containedmechanisms; methods that are contained
entirelyin the lunar device. A relativepositioningsystem measures where
the device is,compared to where it once was. A problem with relative
positioning is that the cumulative error from position readings will result
in drift of the device. Periodic calibration,with an absolute system, is
needed to overcome this drift. In addition,preliminary cal'brationof any
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navigation system will need to be performed before the positioning system
can be used.
3_.1 Absolute Positioning
There are several options for an absolute positioning or navigation
scheme. These options include a satellite system, laser or electro-optical
triangulation, radar, or a beacon network.
An expensive, yet feasible, alternative is a lunar positioning satellite
(LPS) system. Such a satellite system is very similar to the satellite systems
used on the Earth. An important measure of the quality of the navigation
and location system is how accurately the system can determine the
relative locations of the habitat and the device. To provide a location
accuracy of less than one meter, the LPS uses a minimum of four satellites
[24]. Three satellites provide the location while the fourth provides a
temporal, or time, positioning. A problem with this system is the time
needed for the actual location process.
Triangulation is another option for an absolute navigation system.
Triangulation can be accomplished with lasers or precision cameras. With
either method the habitat is referenced as the origin of a grid system.
Distances are then measured from the habitat to several prominent terrain
features. Prominent terrain features include hills, boulders, cliffs, the
habitat or other clearly identifiable, fixed landmarks.
The location of the device is determined by multiple point resection
calculations. These calculations require the measurement only of central
ar.glesfrom the locationof the device with respect tc the origin,as shown in
Figure 19. These angles are measured with either a laser or a TV camera
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tracking assembly. Also, the azimuthal angles, as shown in Figure 20, are
measured to determine the heading of the unit with respect to terrain
features. Currently, with a high-powered laser (50 to 100 W), an accuracy
of six meters over a 10 km range is possible. NASA projects a one meter
accuracy over a 100 kin range to be available by the mid-1990s [25]. When
using precision cameras instead of lasers, an accuracy on the order of
meters is expected. However, with cameras the fragile quality of the optics
presents a problem. The lunar dust can cover any optics left exposed
preventing the cameras from tracking accurately. The lunar dust is
adhesional and is difficult to remove without damaging the lens.
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Figure 19. Angle measurements for multiple point resection calculations
[26].
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Figure 20. Azimuthal angle.
Radar is another possibility for navigation and location. Using
pulsed, low frequency radio waves, the distance between the habitat and the
device can be determined. Low frequency waves operate on the time delay
between signal transmission and echo reception. The relative location of
the device is determined with an accuracy on the order of meters [27]. A
problem with low frequency waves is signal noise generated from ground
interference. This interference creates false images in the system
preventing the accurate location of important objects. This problem can be
avoided using high frequency radar, which operates on the Doppler
principle. However, the Doppler principle is better suited to measuring
velocities of objects, not distances. A problem with either type of radar is
that a scanning antenna is needed. This scanning can be done either
mechanically, with a rotating antenna, or electronically, with a phase-
shifting signal. A drawback of the mechanical option is that it requires
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moving parts that can experience problems with the lunar dust. In
addition, moving parts are not as reliable as solid-state options. A
disadvantage of the electronicantenna is that it is more massive than the
mechanical antenna. In addition,a phase-shiftingantenna can be over ten
times more expensive than a purely mechanical antenna [28].
The last method of absolute navigation presented is a network of
beacons. A network ofbeacons, as shown in Figure 21, with the habitat as a
central reference point, can be used to generate a grid to locate the unit.
The beacons are referenced to the position of the habitat, each beacon has
means for producing a coded signal which uniquely identifiesthat beacon.
The position of the device is determined from the beacon that itis near. A
major problem with this option isthat the beacons need to be transported to
the lunar surface from the Earth. This extra mass will increase the
expense of transporting the device from Earth. Another disadvantage of
this system is that the beacons need to be set in position before device
deployment. Additional programming needs to be included with the device
so the positionof the unit isobtainable relativeto each beacon.
A simple method to estimate positionwith a beacon array isusing a
proximity detectionsystem. This type of system calibratespositionfrom a
singlereference point and uses a singlebeacon placed on top of the habitat
providing a continuous signal. This signalis detected by sensors placed on
the device. An advantage of this alternative is its simplicity, low power
requirement, and that no extra mass needs to be transported to the Moon.
A disadvantage of this system is that if the single beacon fails or is covered
by lunar dust before the habitat is covered, the device will not be able to
finish its task.
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Figure 21. Beacon network configuration.
_5.2 Relative Positioning
The second class of navigation alternatives is relative navigation
systems. A relative system is calibrated to a known reference point. Then
the device's position is determined by measurements relative to the
calibration point. Possible alternatives are an inertial navigation system
(INS), an axle-rotation counter, and terrain scene or feature matching.
Relative positioning systems accumulate error as the device moves. With
many of these methods, periodic global position updates are needed to
maintain accurate position information. Such updates can come from any
of the absolute methods mentioned earlier.
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Current INS technology has positioning errors of five to ten meters
for 10 kin of travel. The power for such systems is on the order of 100 W.
Projected INS development provides for errors of one or two meters by 1998,
with a power reduction of 25 percent [29]. Inertial reference systems, such
as gyroscopes, are quite expensive and relatively delicate.
Dead-reckoning is another possible method for relative positioning.
An axle-rotation counter can determine the distance traveled by counting
the number of axle rotations of the device's drive mechanism. However, a
problem exists if the device is stationary and wheel spin occurs. Wheel spin
will make the axle-rotation counter register a false movement thus
reducing the accuracy of the positioning system. Dead reckoning is a low
cost, self contained method for navigation and control, method is memory
dependent and if distances traveled are large it has been found to be
inaccurate. Dead reckoning was the method used by the Apollo lunar rover
vehicle.
Another possible method of relative navigation is terrain scene or
feature matching. This system requires a complete map of the area of
operation and accurate optical sensors. The optical sensors match the
surroundings with the information on the map to determine the position of
the device. A disadvantage of a mapping system is that it requires memory
capabilities for map storage and future recall. Memory will increase the
expense and complexity of the device. Also, detailed knowledge of the
terrain is needed to generate a map before the terrain scene or feature
matching system is feasible.
With any of these methods, calibration of the location of the device, or
devices, is needed before the lunar design can be deployed. Calibration will
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correct for any misalignment that may have occurred during transport
from Earth. Calibration can be a human-driven procedure, or some form of
self-diagnosticcheck.
3.6 Determination of Finish Point
When placement of the dirt upon the habitat is taking place, steps
must be taken to determine the stopping point for dirtplacement. Enough
regolith is needed on the habitat to provide the required level of radiation
protection. However, too much regolith on the habitat may cause the
habitat too collapse. Several methods forthe determination of a finishpoint
were considered. These methods are indicators on poles, a mechanical
probe, sonar, and a rate or integralmethod.
As seen in Figure 22, indicators can be placed on poles either
around the habitat or on the habitat itself.Since regolith'sangle of repose
is known, the profile of the final placed regolith was determined. The
length ofthe poles willbe equal to the needed thickness ofregolithat a given
point. Once the indicatoriscovered, the lunar device can no longer pick up
the signal and will cease to place regolith on the habitat. Light emitting
diodes (LEDs) can be used with opticalsensors. Beacons can be used with
radar sensors. Mirrors can be used with either lasers or optics. While
requiring additionalmass to be transported to the lunar surface,indicators
on poles provide a relativelysimple way to determine a stopping point.
Placing the indicator poles around the habitst does not require any
modifications to the actual habitat. However, by attaching the poles to the
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habitat, the poles may be automatically put into place when the habitat is
inflated. These options are also low power and have no moving parts.
Another advantage of these options is that they can be used in a targeting
system. A single pole placed on top of the habitat will be the simplest and
most inexpensive way to use poles to detect the finishing point.
Sensors
Ha Regolith
PLAN VIEW
r
ELEVATION
Figure 22. Configuration of sensors on poles.
A mechanical probe can also be used to test the regolith depth. The
lunar device can insert a pole into the regolith and measure the depth of
penetration to the habitat surface. The stopping point can be determined by
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the measurement of this depth. A mechanical probe is a simple and low
power method. However, it requires the lunar device to be near the habitat
for testing and to know the exact location on the habitat were the depth
reading is being obtained.
A sonar probe is another alternate solution for determining the
finish point. The device can transmit a sonar wave through the regolith
covering the habitat. By measuring the time for the echo to return, the
thickness of regolith can be determined. Using a sonar probe may be a high
power, expensive, and complex method to accomplish this task.
A rate-based option for determining the stopping point is another
alternative. Three rate-based methods were considered. The first method
consists of allowing the device to run for a predetermined period of time.
After this predetermined time period the habitat will be covered. The time
period necessary to completely cover the habitat can be determined by
knowing the rate of dirt movement and the volume of dirt needed to cover
the habitat. A safety factor will be needed to account for the regolith
misplaced during the operation. The second method consists of adding up
the total amount of regolith moved and comparing this value to the actual
volume of regolith needed. This comparison can be done on a mass,
weight, or volume basis. Lastly, by knowing the volume of regolith needed,
a maximum depth of digging can be determined. This maximum depth
will have a characteristic regolith density. Once this density is reached, the
device will know to stop digging in this area and proceed to another site. A
disadvantage of these three methods is having to account for errors in
regolith plvcement. All of the regolith, either thrown or dumped, will not
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fall onto the habitat. Therefore, a safety factor is needed to ensure that the
habitat is covered with the minimum regolith thickness.
Another alternative for determining the finish point is locating a
weight sensing device in a specific point in the habitat. When the required
weight of regolith is reached, a signal will be sent to the device for it to stop
the placement of regolith.
3.7 Powering of Unit
To perform all the necessary functions and to be an independent
autonomous device, the unit must contain a power system. The power
system of the device needs to supply the electrical power needed for peak
power operations and adequate energy storage for the operational period on
the lunar surface. Large temperature ranges, no natural fuel sources, and
mass restrictions make finding a suitable power source difficult for lunar
applications. There are currently several alternatives available that have
characteristics that enable them to be employed in lunar applications.
sources to be used on the Moon are currently under
and should be available before the lunar outpost is
More power
development
implemented.
To choose a power system, a steady average power demand is
assumed, with occasional higher peak power demands. Peak demands are
caused by such things as the ascent of an incline or the placement of
reg_lith on a habitat. Throwing the regolith requires sufficient power to
launch the regolith at a large enough velocity to reach the top of the habitat.
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Carrying the regolith to the top of the habitat requires adequate power to lift
the regolith from the ground level to the top of the habitat. Several options
exist for the actual power generation, such as solar systems, chemical
systems, and nuclear systems. Other items to address are the
transformation of power to a usable form and the recharging of the units.
3.7.1 Power Generation
A possible solution for power generation is solar cells. A bank of
solar cells directly converts the energy of the sun to electrical energy. Solar
cells, such as photovoltaic cells, offer a low mass alternative for power
generation, however, they have several weaknesses. The harsh lunar
environment can degrade the performance of a solar cell by as much as 25
percent in seven to ten years of operation [30]. Their performance is
degraded as lunar dust and micrometeorites cover and scratch the surface
of the solar cell. Also, space radiation can turn the surface of the solar cell
opaque, lowering its effectiveness. With a typical efficiency of ten percent
for solar radiation conversion, even a modest power requirement creates a
need for a large solar array for a mobile device [31]. Additionally, if the
design is to operate during the lunar night, a back-up power supply is
needed.
A second alternative to provide power to the unit is chemical power
systems. Chemical systems can take the form of a battery or of a
regenerative fuel cell. Batteries make a poor primary power supply for
several reasons. Batteries need complete replacement upon failure.
Replacing batteries on the Moon will be costly and difficult. Batteries are
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also a mass intensive power option. Current state of the art batteries have
energy densities on the order of 25 to 40 W*hr/kg. Projected development
provides for energy densities on the order of 100 W*hr/kg in the mid-1990s
[32]. Also, the current density, or depth of discharge, needs to be
minimized for a long battery life. This long life requirement creates a need
for more massive battery banks. A better use for batteries is as a power
back-up, especially during peak power loads.
An option similar to a battery is the fuel cell. A fuel cell is a cell that
continuously changes the chemical energy of a fuel and oxidant to electrical
energy. The main difference between batteries and fuel cells is that fuel
cells have their fuel and oxidizer continuously supplied from an external
source. NASA is currently researching regenerative fuel cells (RFC). The
process description of an RFC is shown in Figure 23. Water is a by-product
of an RFC. An advantage of using an RFC is that the water can be used for
other applications. In addition to the fuel cell, an RFC includes an
electrolyzer. During the day, the RFC system uses an externally powered
electrolysis subsystem to produce hydrogen and oxygen from the water. A
potential source for this external power subsystem is a solar array. At
night, the RFC generates power by reacting the hydrogen and oxygen to
form water [33]. The oxygen generated can also be used for life support.
RFCs are predicted to be operational in the mid-1990s. A disadvantage of
RFCs is that more research is required to address issues such as
maintenance and reliability.
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Figure 23. Regenerative fuel cell process description [34].
Another potential power source is a nuclear system. There are
nuclear systems both under development and currently available that can
be used to power the lunar device. One system under development is a
dynamic isotope power system (DIPS) [35]. DIPS may operate on a Brayton,
Sterling, or other energy cycle. A currently available system is the
radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG). An RTG provides power by
releasing thermal energy from the decay of radioisotopes. A static
thermoelectric conversion system is used to convert this thermal energy
into electrical energy [36]. Currently, RTG systems use a General Purpose
Heat Source (GPHS). A GPHS module consists of plutonium-238 pellets in a
graphite shell. The graphite shell is used to meet aerospace nuclear safety
standards. A GPHS-RTG provides power in the range of 5.4 W/kg with a
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thermoelectric conversion efficiency of 6.5 percent. General Electric is
currently developing a modular RTG (MOD-RTG) system for the
Department of Energy. A MOD-RTG can provide from 19 to 342 W
depending on the number of GPHS modules used. A MOD-RTG has a
projected performance of 8.4 W/kg and a conversion efficiency of 7.6 percent
[37].
&7.2 Power Conversion
The power supply can either be connected directly to the electrical
system or first converted using a dynamic method of power conversion.
Direct power conversion can be used with photovoltaic or thermoelectric
power sources. Other types of power sources require dynamic methods of
power conversion to produce electrical energy. Dynamic methods are
Stirling, Brayton, or other cycles. A disadvantage of dynamic systems is
that they rely on moving parts ibr power conversion [38]. Moving parts can
cause many problems, due to dust contamination and unreliability.
3.7_ Recharging of Unit
If the device is to have an extended life, powering is a critical issue.
The power systems considered may not have enough energy storage to
complete the assignment without replacement or recharging. The
operational life of the device can be extended by increasing the size of the
power storage units. However, increasing power storage increases the
mass of the unit, thereby increasing the costs to put it on the Moon. An
alternate method is to periodically recharge the device, or provide it with a
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new power storage unit, such as a new fuel cell. Lastly, it may be possible
to design a regenerative power source that does not need recharging.
One alternative is to recharge the lunar devices from a central power
bank. This central bank can be a nuclear reactor or a large solar array.
Either of these options can be connected to a bank of storage cells for energy
collection during the lunar day. Then, during the lunar night, all the
lunar devices can plug into the main bank and recharge. This option
reduces the necessary power storage that any one lunar unit must carry.
However, any external energy bank must be carried to the Moon.
Additionally, if this energy bank was to fail, the lunar devices will not have
a way to recharge.
The second alternative is to replace the lunar device's energy storage
unit. This replacement means inserting new batteries or fuel cells into the
device. A disadvantage to this alternative is that any replacements must be
transported from Earth. Providing replacement power units will require
regular flights for resupply. These resupply mission significantly
increases the system's cost. Also, someone or something must be present
to replace these energy devices. This replacement can be done by
astronauts, but this entails sending people to the Moon, which is hazardous
and costly. It may be feasible to perform this task autonomously. However,
this will complicate the design task.
The last alternative is to design a system that does not require
resupplying or recharging. As mentioned earlier, regenerative fuel cells
(RFC) are one possible alternative. However, RFCs are not technologically
feasible at the present time. If the device w_s to operate only during the
lunar day, a device run purely on solar power will not need recharging.
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However, solarcellsmay not be able to provide the amount of energy needed
foroperation of the device.
3.8 Coordination of Multiple Units
A proposed operational process is the use of a fleet, or team, of lunar
devices. An advantage of this process is the degree of redundancy provided.
If one device fails, there are others to complete the task of covering the
lunar habitat with regolith. In addition, by using multiple units, the time
for completion can be shortened. Two levels of control of the lunar devices
are possible: overall control and local control.
Overall control entails having a central processor which coordinates
all separate lunar units. This processor can double as a central locating
device. However, such a processor adds to the expense of the design. It also
requires equipment separate from the lunar units.
Local control can be done by several methods. Three methods were
considered. The first method is enabling each device to detect its nearest
neighbors. With this knowledge, a lunar device can avoid other units and
prevent collisions. This alternative requires an increased level of
computational power which will increase the overall cost of the design.
This alternative also requires a method for each device to reliably detect its
neighbors.
Another method of local control is to assign each device to a certain
area of the lunar surface. The possibility of interference between units is
then removed. Also, by restricting the device to a specific area the power
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required for mobility may be reduced. A disadvantage is that this option
requires a certain degree of computational power. Additionally, steps need
to be taken to ensure that if a device fails, its sector will still be covered.
The third method of local control is for each device to operate
independently of the other devices. If a device ran into another, it will treat
the other device as an object to avoid, such as a boulder, and then turn and
proceed on its own way. These turns can be random. However, random
turns can lead the lunar device into a endless loop trying to avoid obstacles.
3_9 Obstacle Identification and Avoidance
In addition to traversing the lunar surface, the device must be able to
recognize and avoid obstacles. Potential dangers such as boulders, craters
or chasms, or a cliff can get in the way of the device and impede the device's
progress. Some alternatives considered to perform this task are in-memory
maps, sensors and on-board intelligence, mechanical systems such as a
bumper or a spring-loaded pole, and teleoperation. Preliminary surface
preparation is another method of obstacle avoidance.
The use of a map of the operation area ensures safe transit. By
remote reconnaissance or local mapping, a lunar device can be provided
with a map of all safe and dangerous areas. A map can also serve as a
means for locating the device. A disadvantage of an internal map is that
the map has to be generated before it can be placed in the memory of the
device. This map generation requires extensive surveying, by either
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human or device. The memory required to contain the map also increases
the expense and complexity of the design.
Another alternative is a sensor array that allows the device to react to
its surroundings. The bank of sensors can include a laser range finder,
radar, and vision sensors. A sensor array will facilitate autonomous
operation of the device. However, there are several problems with this
option. Sensors will require extensive programming for obstacle avoidance.
The device needs to be able to recognize an obstacle and then take action.
Two types of mechanical systems were considered for obstacle
avoidance methods: a mechanical bumper and a spring-loaded pole. A
mechanical bumper, as seen in Figure 24, can serve as an obstacle
avoidance method by triggering a switch when the device comes across a
boulder. The triggering of this switch will tell the device to change
directions and proceed with its task. This direction change can be random
or based on a map of territory previously covered. A random direction
change might lead the device into repeating a path, precluding the coverage
of new territory. A non-random direction change requires memory, which
brings about the problems mentioned earlier. Another problem is that a
bumper does not provide protection against cliffs or craters. A bumper
switch will not be triggered by a cliff or a crater.
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Bumper
Figure 24. Mechanical bumper.
A spring-loaded pole, as shown in Figure 25, will work similarly to a
blind person's cane. As the device traverses the smooth parts of the lunar
surface a certain amount of deflection will be exerted on the pole. When a
boulder or steep hill is encountered a higher deflection of the pole will
occur. When a cliffor crater is encountered no deflection will be sensed. By
sensing the change in deflection the device will know of the presence of ml
obstacle. A combination of a bumper and spring loaded pole will allow the
device to detect all types of obstacles.
Lunar
Device -_ Spring-loaded
- Pole/
Figure 25. Spring-loaded pole configuration.
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A human operator in the device's control loop can also provide
hazard avoidance. By using cameras mounted on the device, a human
operator can see the device's surroundings and decide on a safe path. This
option requires communications capabilities between the device and the
human operator. Communications raise the complexity and cost of the
device. If the operator is on Earth a four second transmission delay from
the Moon also needs to be considered [39].
Lastly, a suitable, although extreme, solution is preliminary surface
preparation. By removing all hazards, the device can be assured of safe
movement. However, such preparation can be quite extensive. Craters
need to be filled, slopes need to be leveled, and rocks need to be removed.
These activities require long periods of extra-vehicular activity (EVA)
which is expensive and dangerous for the astronauts. Surface preparation
can be done autonomously. However, autonomous surface preparation has
the same problems as the other methods, such as control and obstacle
avoidance.
3.10 Cooling and Heating of Unit
The temperature cycle on the Moon can lead to severe thermal shock
problems. Temperatures on the lunar surface range between 120 K (-153°C)
during the lunar night, to 374 K (101°C) at lunar noon [40]. Due to these
extreme corditions, precautions must be taken to protect the d_vice and any
electronics it may contain from overheating or freezing. Cooling may be
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needed during the lunar day and heating may be needed during the lunar
night.
There are three possible modes of heat rejection: convection,
conduction, and radiation. Convection isnot feasibleon the Moon due to the
lack of atmosphere. Conduction to the ground is impractical due to the
poor thermal conductivity of the regolith. The lastmethod of heat rejection
isradiation to deep space. Deep space serves as a perfectheat sink with an
unlimited capability for heat absorption [41].
The cooling of the system during the lunar day must account for the
internal heat generated by the device and external heating due to the
extreme temperatures on the Moon. Large surface areas for radiation,
such as fins, can be used to reject internal heat. A shading device, or an
external radiator, can be used to cool the unit during the lunar day. A
shading device, such as a mylar umbrella offers a simple, low power, and
low mass method to cool the device. However, a shade may not provide the
degree of cooling needed. It may be necessary to couple this shade with
another cooling method.
An on-board coolant system, such as a freon-based refrigeration
cycle, is another method to provide the overall cooling needed. However,
there are several problems with such an alternative. Any system that uses
a working fluid needs to be sealed against the near vacuum on the Moon.
Without sealing, the fluid will boil away. Perfect sealing can be difficult
and costly to obtain. In addition, a refrigeration cycle requires power to
drive a pump and a compressor. A coolant cycle can also be a mass
intensive solution.
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During the lunar night, it may be desirable to heat the unit to prevent
brittle fracture from the extreme cold conditions. A common solution for
heating is to use a resistive heating element. A disadvantage of such a
method is that it will increase the power requirements of the system.
Another solution for heating is to construct the device with materials
that can withstand the extreme cold of the lunar environment. An
advantage of this solution is it will add no extra equipment or mass to the
device. The primary disadvantage of this solution is that cold-resistant
materials will significantly increase the cost of the design.
A third alternative is to have the lunar device store itself for
protection from the cold. To do this the device is simply programmed to go
to a heated shelter when a certain temperature is detected. A disadvantage
of this alternative is that it prevents the device from operating during the
lunar night. This means that the device will sit motionless for 14 Earth
days. Another drawback of this alternative is that the device will be
required to transport itself to the shelter. Also, this solution requires that a
heated shelter be built for the devices. Transporting the shelter materials to
the Moon adds more mass to the total system. In addition, building a
shelter for the devices could prove to be a challenging design task.
3.11 Cleaning of Lunar Dust from the Unit
A significant problem the device will face on the lunar surface is
contamination by lunar dust. The top layer of the lunar surface is about t_n
centimeters thick and is composed of a very fine powder, almost like talcum
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powder [42]. Lunar dust is electrostatically charged and adheres to most
surfaces. Activities on the Moon disturb this dust, creating dust clouds. If
not removed, the dust will cover optics or solar cells, limiting their
effectiveness. The lunar dust can also abrade moving parts, causing
premature erosion and failure. Several methods are considered for the
removal of lunar dust. These methods consist of using electrostatics,
vibrations, brushes, and fluids or compressed gas.
Due to the electrostatic charge inherent in lunar dust particles, it is
possible to charge a surface and repel the dust particles. However, high
voltages are needed for repelling the dust. Voltages needed are on the order
of 11 kV [43]. With the power sources currently available for lunar use, it is
not possible to directly create this voltage. Transformers can be used to step
up the voltage. However, transporting a transformer to the Moon greatly
increases expenses. Additionally, a voltage level of 11 kV is potentially
hazardous to personnel.
Another alternative is to vibrate the mechanism to shake loose the
lunar dust. An advantage of this alternative is that it requires low power
levels. However, vibrations can damage any sensitive electronics contained
in the mechanism. Also, unless the vibrating is done off the ground,
vibrations will stir up even more dust.
A third alternative to remove lunar dust from the device is to use
brushes to physically remove the dust from contaminated surfaces. The
chief advantage of brushes is that they are a low power, low complexity
alternative to dust removal. However, brushes will scratch any optical
systems in the device. Scratches will seriously affect the performance of
optical systems.
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The fourth alternative consists of using compressed gas, fluids, or
gels to wash or blow off the lunar dust. A problem with this alternative is
that these fluids or gels must be periodically replaced, as they are used by
the lunar device. An advantage of this alternative is that a fluid or gel will
not damage any sensitive optical surfaces.
3.12 Storage of Unit
Another task that may be necessary is the storage of the lunar
devices. If it proves unfeasible to operate at night, the lunar devices need to
store themselves for protection from the cold. At the very least, the lunar
devices need to power down for energy conservation. Also, it may be
desirable to store the units upon completion of their task. Three options
were considered for the storage of the devices: a storage shed, burial of the
devices, and simply parking.
The unit can be programmed to go to a storage shed whenever it is
necessary to shut down. The device will then wait to be reactivated if
necessary. This shed can be environmentally controlled, which will protect
the lunar units from the extreme cold and solar flare radiation. The
primary disadvantage of this alternative is that such a shed must be
transported to the Moon and assembled. This added mass and work
complicate the process and increase the overall system cost.
Another possible alternative is to design the units to bury themselves
upon shutdown. If buried at a sufficient depth, the regolith surrounding.
the lunar devices will protect them from the extreme cold and solar flare
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radiation. However, self-burial may be power intensive and will increase
the problems the device faces with dust contamination.
Lastly, the devices can be programmed to simply shut down and
remain where they are. This method leaves the devices exposed to the
harsh environment. Yet, additional materials are not needed for the
construction of a shelter. The success of this method hinges upon the
ability of the device to withstand the lunar environment for long periods of
time at night.
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DETAILED ANALYSIS OF REGOLITH PLACEMENT METHOD
This section presents a feasibility study of throwing for the regolith
placement method. The section then presents an analysis of linear versus
rotational throwing and a comparison of methods to energize the throwing
mechanism. Based on the criteria, advantages, and disadvantages
presented in the following section, a linear throwing method using a spring
energized by an electrical motor was selected as the most feasible throwing
alternative. Methods to lock and release the throwing mechanism were not
studied in this project and need to be developed for the final design.
4.1 Feasibility of Throwing
The primary function of this design is the placement of regolith on
the habitat. A possible method of placement is throwing the regolith from
where it is gathered to the habitat. Throwing regolith, instead of carrying
it, is a completely new concept. The lunar environment provides several
advantages for throwing, as mentioned earlier in this report. The low
gravity on the Moon allows for lower energy and power requirements to
throw the regolith. Also, the lack of an atmosphere on the Moon eliminates
aerodynamic drag and decreases the tendency for the regolith to spread
when thrown. Figure 26 compares the paths of motion of a mass thrown on
the Earth and a mass thrown on the Moon. A more detailed analysis of the
path of motion is presented in Appendix C.
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One step in determining the feasibility of throwing regolith was
comparing throwing to traditional terrestrial dirt placement methods. As
presented in the alternative designs section, the dirt placement methods
considered were a conveyor belt configuration, a bucket system, and a front
loader.
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Figure 26. Paths of motion of a particle thrown on the Moon as
compared to the Earth.
Five criteria were used in the comparison of these alternatives. The
five criteria are system modularity, amount of work necessary for transport
and placement of the regolith, total mass of the system, ease of installation
and removal of the system, and level of redundancy or reliability provided.
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Based on these criteria throwing was selected as the most feasible option.
Appendix D presents the analysis of the feasibility of throwing.
The first criterion, modularity, is very important for any device that
operates on the Moon. A modular device is simpler to repair and modify.
Any broken subsystem in a modular device can be replaced by a new
subsystem module. The entire device does not need to be taken apart. This
aspect of modularity minimizes the downtime, or the time out of service, for
a device. A modular device is also easy to modify. The expense of
transporting items to the Moon is enormous. Therefore, any device that
can fulfill more than one purpose eliminates the need for completely
separate devices. This minimizes the overall cost of the system. The
modularity of the conveyor configuration, the bucket configuration, and the
front loader is limited. Although the systems can be transported to the
lunar surface in pieces, modularity has two aspects, as mentioned earlier.
The second aspect, ease of modification, is not easily fulfilled by any of the
terrestrial methods. The configurations are limited to regolith movement
and not easily adaptable to another purpose. A front loader may be used for
remote surveying or hauling cargo. However, a front loader needs to be
redesigned to take full advantage of modularity. An Earth-based front
loader is designed solely to transport soil.
These systems must all perform a certain amount of work to cover a
habitat and this work is the next decision criterion. Work done by a system
is a crucial element. This work is directly related to the amount of energy
storage a system must have. The lower the amount of work needed, the
smal._er the power storage system. A smaller po:-ter storage device
translates into lower mass and lower costs. Analysis was done on the work
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required to place the regolithon top of the habitat by throwing it and the
work to place the regolithby carrying it. While a conveyor or bucket system
does not carry regolith,regolithmust stillbe provided. This regolith will
have to be transported to the conveyor or bucket system. This regolithcan
eitherbe thrown or carried.
Analysis shows that a work savings of 30% to 55% is possible if the
regolith is thrown. As shown in Figure 27, the work saved by throwing
regolithincreases as the device moves away from the habitat. The energy
required for carrying the regolithis essentiallythe distance the device must
travel multiplied by the rollingresistance. Because the device must travel
from the collectionsite to the habitat and back, the distance traveled
increases with more than twice the radius of the area cleared. In contrast,
the distance the regolithmust be thrown increases with the radius of the
area cleared. This analysis favors a throwing device. While itispossible to
throw regolith to the conveyor or bucket systems, work is stillneeded to
place the regolith in the system and then transport this regolith onto the
habitat. The throwing device avoids this by directlyplacing the regolithon
the habitat,gaining an energy savings.
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Figure 27. Work comparison between throwing and carrying
As mentioned earlier,it is expensive to transport material to the
lunar surface. Therefore, the smaller and less massive the device, the
lower the overallsystem cost. The conveyor beltand the bucket systems are
both very large and massive. To reach the top of the habitat a 24 meter long
conveyor belt is required (see Appendix D). A bucket assembly needs to
span the habitat to enable regolith placement on the top. A structure is
needed to support eitherof these systems. The structureis additional mass
that must be transported to the lunar surface. The front loader system is
also massive. A front loader designed for mining purposes on the Moon
has a volume of 21 m^3 and weighs 2600 kg [44]. To reach the top of the
habitat in this applicationthe frontloader needs to be much larger than the
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mining vehicle. The weight of the regolith load to be dumped and the large
size of the arm needed to reach the top of the habitat create a large moment
on the front end of the loader. This moment must be counteracted by the
weight of the rest of the device or by a counterweight. If no corrections are
made for this moment, then the device will be unstable and tip over. A
hopper filled with regolith can be used to provide the counterweight. If the
hopper is near the device, a large amount of regolith will be needed. The
hopper can also be placed away from the device, increasing the moment
arm. However, this option increases the overall size of the device which is
undesirable. The lunar throwing device, with an estimated mass of 150 kg
and a system mass of 1500 kg, is competitive with any of these terrestrial
systems, with respect to mass.
The fourth criterion, system installation and removal, is important
for safety reasons. Unless the system automatically or remotely deploys,
astronauts are needed to install the system on the lunar surface. The
astronauts will have to venture out into the harsh and dangerous lunar
environment. A system with a short installation and removal time
minimizes the astronauts' exposure to the extreme temperatures, near
vacuum, and intense radiation on the lunar surface, which reduces the
chances of a mishap occurring. The conveyor and bucket systems both
require extensive initial installation time and are not easily removed from
the lunar surface when the task is completed. These systems will have
support structures that must be set up around the lunar habitat. The front
loader, as well as a lunar throwing device, can be deployed from a lander
module cn the lunar surface. Deployment consists of simply driving the
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mechanism out of the lander. A front loader or a lunar throwing device
offerssignificanttime savings during installationand removal.
As mentioned earlier,it is expensive to carry materials to the lunar
surface. Therefore, any system which operates in the lunar environment
needs to be redundant and reliable. If part of a system fails,then that
system must stillbe able to accomplish the task. Redundancy can be
achieved either through multiple redundant subsystems or through
durable design. Due to the harshness of the lunar surface,it is easier to
provide a system that uses multiple redundant subsystems.
The large mass and volume of the conveyor, bucket, and front loader
systems, discussed earlier,prevents the use of more than one system. The
use of only one system provides no degree of redundancy. However, a fleet
of lunar throwing devices offersa high degree of redundancy. With more
than one device present, ifone failsthen the others can stillfulfillthe task
of covering a lunar habitat.
When all of the aforementioned criteriaare taken into account, a
device to throw regolithproves superior to a device that carriesregolith. It
is interesting to note that this result is the opposite of what is seen on the
Earth. As mentioned earlier,the throwing of dirt is a new and novel
concept. This idea is so new that ithas never been addressed before. On
Earth, it is easier to carry dirt. However, on the Moon, it is indeed more
advantageous to throw regolith,rather than carry it.
Functions such as powering and mobility have been addressed in
previous designs of lunar devices. An example of this is the LRV, the
Lunar Rover Vehicle. Throwirg is a major new concept in this design. For
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this reason, the design team focused on the development of a throwing
mechanism.
4.2 Comparison of Linear and Rotational Throwing
Once throwing was selected as the transport and placement method,
the actual throwing mechanism needed to be chosen. The criteria used in
the comparison of linear versus rotational throwing mechanisms were the
effect on dispersion of the regolith as it is thrown, instabilities imparted to
the overall design, ease of changing the release angle, and ease of
reloading. This analysis can be found in Appendix E.
The first criterion is the dispersion, or spreading, of the thrown load
of regolith. A rotational mechanism imparts a linear velocity gradient
across the face of the regolith load. The outer portion of the load travels
farther than the inner portion, dispersing the regolith as it is thrown. This
effect is not present with a linear throwing mechanism. Linear motion
improves the possibility of the regolith leaving the throwing mechanism as
a slug, or solid mass. If the regolith leaves the device with uniform velocity
and acceleration vectors, the degree of regolith dispersion will be
minimized. The effect on dispersion due to friction between the load
chamber walls and the regolith is unknown. The same effect should be
seen by both throwing methods and was therefore assumed negligible in
later analysis.
When the device throws the regolitb load, it must not tip over in
response to the momentum of the throw. A rotational throwing
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mechanism will cause more problems with instability than a linear
mechanism. A rotationalarm imparts a greater momentum change to the
device increasing the tendency forthe device to flipover when throwing.
The next criterionis the abilityto alter the release angle. Various
launch angles can be attained by altering the release point of a rotational
mechanism. The motion of a rotationalarm acts to alter any release angle
setting. This rotationalmotion can affectthe precisionof the release angle.
A linear throwing mechanism, however, uses a launch platform to alter
the release angle. With a launch platform, more accurate changes can be
made to the release angle.
The last criterionis the ease of reloading the throwing mechanism.
Regolith must be placed in the load chamber before every launch. For a
rotationalmechanism, the arm must physicallybe moved back into position
for reloading if it progresses past 90 degrees. This motion will require
additional power, time, and a mechanism to reset the arm. A linear
throwing mechanism, with a launch platform, will be tilted for release.
The load chamber will then tend to fallback into position for reloading.
Additional power may be needed to reset the load chamber, depending on
the system configuration.
Based upon the above considerations a linear throwing mechanism
was selected for the final design. Linear motion decreases the stability
problems seen with a rotational mechanism. Linear motion also
minimizes dispersion.
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4.3 Throwing Energizing Method
Once a linear throwing configuration is selected, a means is needed
to power the mechanism. There are several alternatives for powering. The
options considered are chemical propellants, electric motors, flywheels,
magnetic fields, and springs. The energizing method selected needs to be
reliable and efficient, provide the necessary acceleration to throw the
regolith the distance required, be easily coupled to linear motion, and have
a minimum number of moving parts. For reasons covered earlier, the
mass, volume, and power requirements of the selected method need to be
kept low, to minimize the size and cost of the device. An analysis of
throwing energizing mechanisms is shown in Appendix F.
4,3.1 Chemical Propellants
The first energizing option is chemical propellants. A propellant-
based option will operate similarly to a shotgun to provide the needed linear
motion. By varying the release angle, or changing the volume of the firing
chamber different distances of throw can be obtained. Changing the
volume of the firing chamber will allow for the fuel to expand or compress a
different amount, creating different launch accelerations. Explosions,
however, may adversely affect the electronics and other components of the
device. If people are working around the lunar devices, explosions may
also be hazardous. Another disadvantage of this method is that the
propellant will have to be suppl_.ed from Earth or manufactured on the
lunar surface. Either of these options increases the operating costs of the
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system. The propellant also has to be reloaded after every launch of
regolith.
443,2ElectricMotor
An electricmotor is another possibilityfor energizing a throwing
mechanism. The electricmotor offersa compact method to power the load
chamber. A motor can be connected directly to the load chamber. An
electricmotor, however, willbe difficulto link directlyto linear motion. A
separate linkage will be necessary to translate the motor's rotational
motion to a linear throwing motion. A motor willalso have a high starting
torque and peak power requirement.
4.3,3 Flywheels
A third method to store energy for throwing is a flywheel. A flywheel
is a large disk that stores potential energy obtained from the load as
rotational kinetic energy. The energy is transferred to and from the
flywheel through a clutch mechanism. Flywheels, however, have high
rotational rates and rely on many moving parts. These factors cause
reliability and maintainability problems. If low rotational rates are used,
large masses and prohibitively large diameters are necessary to store
significant amounts of energy. Also, flywheels are difficult to couple to
linear motion. An advantage of flywheels is that the energy stored on them
can be quickly transmitted from the flywheel to the _ystem to meet peak
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power requirements. Using this method, a motor does not need to generate
the peak power requirements of the system.
4_.4 Magnetic Fields
A magnetic field is the fourth energizing possibility. A magnetic
field can be used to propel the regolith load chamber, according to
Faraday's Law of Induction. A fluctuating magnetic field induces a
current in the rail which projects the load forward. However, a long track,
approximately 150 m, is needed to accelerate the regolith to the needed
velocity. Any magnetic field generated may also affect the electronics of the
lunar device.
4_.5 Springs
Springs are the last option considered for throw energizing. Springs
can be used as energizing methods either by themselves or by being coupled
with an electric motor. Springs can be used as the only energizing method
by using the weight of the gathered regolith as the compression force. This
method was unfeasible for our application. The collected regolith will not
provide the necessary force to compress the spring. Springs have the
advantage that they can be loaded very slowly, thereby reducing power
requirements. By varying the compression distance of the spring, different
throwing distances can be achieved. To provide the extra force for
compression, the spring will be energized by an electric motor.
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4.3.6 SelectionofEnergizing Method
Based on the quantitative analysis of the energizing methods,
presented above and shown in Appendix F, a spring energized by an
electric motor was selected. The motor and spring arrangement was
selected since it proved superior in a comparison of geometry, power, and
torque requirements. The motor can be geared to achieve the necessary
torque required to compress the spring. The power to compress the spring
can be obtained by tapping power from the motor in the drive train.
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OVERALL DESIGN CONFIGURATIONS
Once the linear throwing mechanism, using a spring and electric
motor, was selected,the next step was integration into an overall design.
This section presents the integration of the throwing mechanism into three
overall system configurations.
The design team did not select an optimum alternative for each
function. Three possible overall configurations are presented to illustrate
various function solutions. The features of each configuration were
selectedbased on a qualitativeanalysis of the alternativedesigns discussed
earlierin this report. Specificsolutions were selectedfor the functions for
which the design team had enough information to make a qualified
decision, or for features which had been proven feasible in prior lunar
vehicles. The selections were based primarily on the following criteria:
minimizing mass, volume, and power of the units,reliableoperation in the
lunar environment, and availabilityof technology.
Cost is another factor that needs to be addressed. However, limited
information on the cost of each component prevented the design team from
directly considering cost in the selection of the overall designs. By
minimizing the mass and volume of the devices,the transportation cost of
the system is lowered.
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5.1 Selection of Alternative Solutions
The first step in overall configuration selection is to choose
alternatives. As discussed earlier, a linear, spring-driven throwing
mechanism is the chosen throwing solution. There are four other
functions of the device that the design team had enough information on to
select a superior option. These components are RTGs for powering the
system, four hemispherical wheels for mobility, compressible gases for
cleaning of lunar dust, and assigning each unit to a certain area of
operation for coordination of multiple units. Reasons for selecting these
alternativesare described in the following subsection. These four functions
form the basis of the three overall configurations that follow. Other
functions such as the regolith gathering method, the determination of the
finishingpoint,and the navigation and controlsystem are functions unique
to each configuration.
5.1.1 Powering
One solution common to all three configurations is the power unit.
RTGs were selected by the design team to provide the electrical power for
the device. RTGs have long lifetimes, high reliability, and have
successfully operated in the harsh lunar environment on five separate
Apollo missions [45]. MOD-RTGs currently being developed will provide
between 19 and 342 W of electrical power. RTGs offered the most mass-
efficient option of the powering systems considered. A disadvantage of
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RTGs is the politicalimplications of placing a nuclear-powered device on
the moon.
5.1,2 Mobility
Another common feature are the wheels. Hemispherical wheels
were selected for the drive mechanism of the three configurations. These
wheels have a greater weight bearing capacity and are more durable than
wire mesh wheels or flexing metal wheels. The treads on the rims of the
hemispherical wheels provide
selected over a tracked vehicle.
damage from the lunar surface.
better traction. A wheeled vehicle was
Tracks are more vulnerable than wheels to
Rocks on the lunar surface can easily jam
a track. Wheels also have fewer moving parts which will increase
reliability.
A four-wheeled vehicle was selected. Previous four-wheeled lunar
rovers were able to safely traverse the lunar surface. Therefore, if the soil
and terrain characteristics at the operation site are similar to the Apollo 11
landing site, the four-wheeled throwing mechanism will operate
successfully.
5.1.3 Cleaning of Lunar Dust
A third shared solution is for the cleaning of lunar dust from the
device. Previous analysis and research into methods of cleaning lunar dust
from sensitive components and optics recommend the use of compressed
8O
gases. This method was found to be the least damaging to the components
when compared to brushes and vibrations[46].
5.1.4 Coordination of Multiple Units
The last common alternative is the coordination of the fleet of lunar
devices. Unit coordination is a function that will depend on the technology
available at the time of the mission. Assigning each unit to a certain area
of operation was the method of fleet coordination selected by the design
team. This method will prevent collisions between units. How the failure
of one unit will affect the overall system process will depend on the method
used to determine the finishing point. If a beacon network is used the
failure will not prevent the task from being fulfilled. If a rate-dependent
method is used, a supervisory control system is needed to inform the other
devices of this failure.
5.2 Overall Design Configuration # 1
The first configuration, shown in Figure 28, uses the bulldozer, or
ramp, modification to cut and transport the regolith to the load chamber.
The lower end of the ramp has a blade that loosens the regolith. The
regolith travels up the ramp and falls into the load chamber. The launch
platform then pivots about axis AA to point towards the habitat. Small
power screws are used to lift and lowgr the upper platform allowing it to
pivot about axis BB. The load chamber is then guided back as the spring is
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compressed. When the needed compression is achieved, the load is
released. Advantages of this configuration are that the spring can be
coupled to the motor of the drive train. Also, the throwing mechanism has
a 360 degree throwing range.
Using the ramp as the gathering method is a simple method for
collecting the regolith. However, a ramp option requires high tractive
forces and has several geometric limitations. If the angle of the ramp is too
steep, the regolith will not slide up the ramp. The regolith will simply be
pushed forward. Information was unavailable for an investigation of this
problem. After a preliminary analysis, the design team concluded that the
ramp will work if the angle of the ramp is less than the angle of repose of
the regolith.
Guide Track
Load Chamber --_
Upper Platform -_
A
Spring
I
I
A
B/
Sensor Pod
Hemispherical Wheel
Lower Platform. SensorBank
Figure 28. Overall Design Configuration #1.
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To provide for redundant positioning information, a beacon network
with small radar transponders coupled with an inertial navigation system
(INS) was the navigation and location system selected for this
configuration. The absolute system, a network of beacons, can be used for
periodic updates of the INS, which is a relative positioning system. A
disadvantage of this solution is that the network of beacons adds mass to the
system and requires additional set-up time. Also, programming of the
lunar devices is needed, as a map of the beacon network is required to
enable the location of the lunar devices.
Indicators on poles, as discussed earlier, will be placed on the lunar
habitat to determine the finish point for regolith placement. The indicators
on the poles can also be used as part of the positioning beacon network.
5.3 Overall Design Configuration # 2
The second configuration is shown in Figure 29. The main features
of this configuration include a scarifier to rake out large rocks and loosen
the lunar soil prior to collection, an inclined ramp for regolith collection,
and a spring-loaded bumper for obstacle avoidance. On-board sensors and
a beacon-proximity detection system are used for targeting the habitat,
finding the distance and angle of throw, and determining when the task
has been completed.
The collection ramp is positioned high enough so that the throwing
arm can rotate through its center axis (axis AA) providing a 180 degree
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throwing range. To achieve the launch angle a platform attached to the
throwing arm pivots about axis B. Walls are used on the sides of the ramp
to guide the regolith and prevent the regolith from sliding off the sides.
Figure 29 shows the stowed position and a throwing position of the
throwing mechanism. An advantage of this system is the ability to load the
collection bin without having to rotate the throwing mechanism back to the
stowed position. If the device travels around the habitat in an arc, the
throwing mechanism automatically points towards the habitat after
loading. The only time the mechanism needs to move is during travel
towards or away from the habitat or for calibration.
Electronics Ramp Load
Navigation and A Chamber
I
B
Bumper
Scarifier Lift Platform
Hemispherical Wheels
Platform
Figure 29. Overall Design Configuration #2.
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A beacon-proximity detection system was selected as the absolute
positioning system for this configuration due to its simplicity. Using one
beacon placed on top of the habitat allows position calibration from a single
reference point. The beacon emits a continuous signal which is detected by
sensors mounted on the device. When the beacon is covered, no signal is
sensed by the units and the covering of the habitat is complete. A
disadvantage of this system is that if the single beacon fails then there is no
backup system.
An on-board system for hazard identification will be used by this
device. A spring-loaded mechanical bumper was selected since it provides
a simple, reliable method to identify obstacles. This method identifies a
hazard but does not tell the device what to do to overcome it. To solve this
problem a supervisory controller is integrated into the configuration. When
a hazard is encountered the mechanism will stop and wait for a
teleoperator to signal what to do. By performing periodic check-ups an
operator can make sure the devices are operating properly, make minor
corrections, and coordinate the position of the fleet of devices. The
teleoperatorwillalso supervise the initialdeployment of the units and guide
the devices to their starting position. In order to use this control system,
communication capabilitiesbetween the Moon and the Earth are required.
5.4 Overall Design Configuration # 3
Figure 30 shows the third configuration.This device uE_s a scooper to
gather the regolithand throw itonto a conveyor belt. The belt then carries
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and drops the regolith into the load chamber. The load chamber is then
pivoted and raised to target the habitat and the regolith is launched. With
this configuration the throwing range is limited to about 90 degrees.
Laser triangulation is the basis of the navigation and positioning
system selected for this configuration. An advantage of laser triangulation
is available laser range finders are currently achieving 0.06% percent
range accuracy at 10 km [47]. For the travel distance required for this
application, the accuracy of this system will be on the order of 0.05 m.
A
I
Conveyor Belt
B
SpHng
Load Chamber
Hemispherical
Wheels
" Direction of Motion
Figure 30. Overall Design Configuration #3.
To determine the finish point the number of throws performed by
each unit will be counted until a certain preset number is reached. This
option has the disadvantage that if a unit fails the habitat will not get
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completely covered. To compensate for the failed unit, the throwing rate of
the remaining units must increase. A supervisory system is needed to
supply this information to the remaining units.
5_5 Configuration Selected for Computer Simulation
The first configuration was selected by the design team to perform a
computer simulation displaying the dynamics of the system. This
configuration was selected because of geometric and operational simplicity.
The dimensions for the design, shown in Figure 31, were scaled based on
information presented in the following section. The device is 0.4 m tall with
a 0.2 m ground clearance. The width of the device is 0.66 m and the length
of the body is 1 m. The overall length of the device including the blade is
approximately 2.8 m (see Appendix L)
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Load RTG
25°
ALL.DIMENSIONS
IN METERS Hemispherical
Lunar Wheel
Figure 31. Scaled configuration for computer simulation
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SYSTEM DESIGN
To further demonstrate feasibility, operational parameters for both
the system and the lunar device were needed. Power requirements and
number of units in a fleet are some examples of operation parameters. To
obtain power requirements and the size of the spring needed for this
application, the size of throw, number of units, time for completion of task,
and the size of the habitat to be covered were needed.
The first overall configuration was selected by the design team for
system refinement. This configuration was selected for the reasons
mentioned above. A simple configuration was superior due to the
limitations of the computer model.
6.1 System Parameters
One of the primary system parameters is the time for job completion.
The time to complete the covering of the habitat was selected by the design
team to be a lunar day (14 earth days). This time period was selected to
prevent the devices from working during the extreme cold of the lunar
night. The amount of regolith that the devices have to move in this one
lunar day is 3140m^3, as calculated in Appendix G.
Another critical parameter was the number of units required by the
system. By examining a comparison of the volumetric rate of collection per
-mit versus the number of units needed to perfonr the task in a lunar day,
the design team selected ten units for the system. In general, lowering the
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effective volumetric rate that each unit throws lowers the frequency of
movement. Figure 32 shows a plot of the volumetric rate of collection for
each device as a function of the number of units. This function cannot be
minimized as it continually decreases. However, the advantage gained by
adding more units begins to decrease after about ten units. Also, using ten
units provides a good redundancy factor. An detailed analysis of this is
shown in Appendix H.
Volumetric Rate of CollectloNDevlce vs. Number of Devices
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Figure 32. Volumetric rate of collection per unit vs. number of units
Another parameter which needed to be chosen was the depth of dig.
Decreasing the depth of dig increases the surface area to be cleared to
gather the required regolith. The energy required to throw the regolith also
incrvases as the device moves away from the habitat. Essentially, the work
necessary to throw the regolith decreases as the depth of dig increases.
9O
However, the advantage gained by increasing the dig depth begins to reach
an asymptotic value as the dig depth reaches 20 cm. Using information
generated in Appendix D, the depth ofdig was chosen to be 20 cm.
After determining the depth of dig,itwas necessary to determine the
depth of regoliththe device clearsper pass. For example, the device might
operate more efficientlyby making two passes of ten centimeters rather
than one pass of twenty centimeters. A derivation of the most efficient
depth of dig per pass was performed and is shown in Appendix I. Based on
a minimum work analysis, the optimal depth per pass is about 50 cm.
However, the force necessary to cut at a 50 cm depth greatly exceeds the
tractiongenerated by the device. Analysis done on the tractiongenerated by
the device shows that this traction limits the force available to scrape the
regolith(see Appendix J). As a resultof the generated traction,the depth of
dig per pass was chosen to be 5 cm. A deep cut per pass is more efficientfor
gathering regolith. However, deep cuts require higher cutting forces,the
scraper blade geometry is designed to create as littlecutting force as
possible.
The remaining parameters that needed to be were the number of
throws per unit time and the sizeof each throw. These two parameters are
linked together by the volume of regoliththat must cover the habitat and the
time allowed to complete the job. Because the firstconfiguration gathers
the regolith and throws the regolithin separate steps,it was necessary to
determine the amount of time spent performing each procedure to
minimize power. With these parameters determined, the velocityat which
the device moves and the rate at which the spr'.ngis compressed are found.
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The procedure used to determine the time for one cycle and the size of
the load thrown is detailed in Appendix I_ The result is each unit moves at
5 cm/sec, and collects and throws a regolith load volume of 20x20x20 cm^3
(11.72 kg) every 30 seconds. Twenty-five percent of this time will be spent by
the device gathering the regolith to be thrown. The rest of the time will be
used for targeting the habitat, compressing the spring, and launching the
regolith.
Factors involved in these results include device geometry, required
traction, generated traction, and efficient power usage. A decision was
made to balance the cycle time with the volume of the regolith thrown. A
large cycle time was desired to decrease the number of cycles the device had
to perform as well as the rate of mechanical movement required of the
device. In contrast, long cycle times require a large volume of regolith
thrown. An attempt was made to minimize the volume of regolith thrown
to reduce the needed compression force of the spring. Also, a large thrown
volume results in a larger overall device. To launch the 11.72 kg mass at a
maximum launch velocity of 12 m/sec a throwing mechanism with a
spring constant of 6.75 kN/m and a maximum compression distance of
0.5 m is needed. The continuous power required by this device is
approximately 200 watts. The power analysis is detailed in Appendix L.
With these specifications the device has a maximum throw of about 80
meters.
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6.2 System Mass
One of the key parameters of the lunar device is the mass of the total
system. The mass of the vehicle needs to take into account the power,
navigation and control, and communications systems in addition to the
vehicle'sstructure and drive mechanisms. A firstorder approximation of
the vehicle's mass was obtained by assuming that a typical vehicle
structure and drive mechanism will carry its own weight on payload [48].
The mass of the blade, power system, and targeting system were first
obtained. This amount was then doubled to account for the structure and
drive mechanism. The mass of each device was found to be approximately
150 kg. This mass compares to the 218 kg mass of the Lunar Rover Vehicle
[49]. With ten devices, an approximate system mass is 1500 kg. This mass
does not take into account the sensors and poles required if the sensor array
is used fortargeting. A more detailedexplanation of the mass analysis can
be found in Appendix L.
6_ Power Requirements
Another crucial parameter is the power system of the lunar device.
The power system will supply the power necessary for overall vehicle
operation. Power requirements include navigation and control system,
mechanical systems, mobility, and all data systems.
The significant energy consumption of the device is for the gathering
of the regolith, the compression of the spring, and the movement of the
unit. The nominal power required to perform these functions is 98 W (see
Appendix I). This value was obtained by assuming a vehicle mass of 150
kg. To account for the power required by the targeting system, electronics,
obstacle avoidance, and handling non-leveled terrain, the power
requirement was doubled. Therefore overall device power was estimated to
be 200 W.
6.4 System Design Summary
Table 1 presents a summary of the system parameters for the design
of the regolith throwing device. The system designed consists of 10 units,
each weighing approximately 150 kg. Each unit throws a cube of regolith 20
cm per side every 30 seconds. This allows for the task to be completed in a
lunar day. Each unit moves at a velocity of 5 cm/sec gathering regolith at a
depth of 5 cm per pass. The maximum throwing distance is 80 m. To
obtain a maximum launch velocity of 12 m/s a spring with a maximum
compression of 50 cm and a 6.75 kN/m spring constant is used.
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Table 1
Summary of the System's Design Parameters
Number of Units
Mass of device
System Mass
Volume of device
Device power requirements
Time to complete task
Habitat's Diameter
Total volume of regolith required
Total Depth of Dig
No. of passes
Depth of regolith cleared per pass
Volume of regolith per throw
Cycle time
Launch velocity
Rolling velocity
Maximum throwing distance
Spring constant
Maximum spring compression
10
150 kg
1500 kg
1 rnA3
200 W
14 Earth-days
16m
3140 m^3
0.2 m
4
0.05m
20x20x20 cm^3
1 throw/30 sec
12 m/sec
0.05 m/sec
80 m
6.75 kN/m
0.5 m
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The purpose of this project was to prove the feasibility of throwing as
the regolith placement method for radiation shielding of lunar habitats and
to conceptually design a mechanism to perform this task. Though this was
accomplished, more work and analysis needs to be done in order to have a
complete and thorough design. This section presents an evaluation of the
design solution, outlines the next steps to be taken in the design process,
and presents recommendations for other potential uses of this device.
7.1 Design Evaluation
The evaluation of the design chosen for the computer simulation
shows two critical problems. The first problem is that the scraping method
requires a high cutting force. Because the
traction generated by the devices is small.
effective scraping difficult to achieve.
device is lightweight, the
The small traction makes
The second problem with this configuration is that it has a tendency
to tip. Appendix M contains the analysis of the stability of the device. The
tendency to tip is caused by a number of factors including the high
acceleration used to launch the regolith, the low device mass and the high
launch position of the regolith with respect to the center of mass of the
device. A supplemental report will be prepared to address the weaknesses
of this device in a comprehensive manner.
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7.2 Future Work
One of the next steps to be performed is to increase the detail of the
design. Within each of the functions addressed, there are sets of
subfunctions. For example, the linear throwing mechanism contains
subsystems which were not addressed. One component of the throwing
mechanism is a bin that holds and releases the volume of regolith. Other
components are the track on which the regolith bin moves, the locking and
release mechanisms for the bin, and the methods for changing the
azimuthal and launch angles. Before beginning embodiment design, there
are a number of potential areas that need to be researched more thoroughly
to provide guidelines for design.
One of the problems encountered in the design of this device was in
the investigation of regolith dispersion as it is thrown. Appendix E
investigates the effects of dispersion caused by a rotational throwing
motion. However, this analysis does not consider the effects of regolith
adhesion to the throwing bin wall or potential problems from the non-
homogeneity or looseness of the regolith. A volume of dirt disperses when it
is thrown on the Earth, but it is unknown how regolith will behave when
thrown on the Moon. The mechanics of throwing dirt were researched. No
information was found about dirt throwing because throwing dirt has
rarely been of interest on Earth. The design team believes that spreading of
a thrown volume of dirt is essentially a function of atmosphere density,
viscosity, cross-sectional area, and relative velocity between the atmosphere
and the thrown volume. The Moon has no atmosphere and thus avoids
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these problems. If the spreading of a thrown volume is significantly
affected by other factors, such as the type of material thrown, throwing
feasibility may be limited on the Moon. Before finalizing the design and
constructing a regolith throwing device, the spreading mechanics of a
thrown, particulate, non-solid volume need to be researched.
One of the initial design requests for this device was that it operate in
an autonomous fashion. To achieve this, a critical function is obstacle
identification and avoidance. A system was chosen to perform this function
for each of the configurations presented. However, the chosen systems
have several problems. An investigation into obstacle detection and
avoidance systems for autonomous devices showed that this is an ongoing
research area that has not yet achieved complete success. Optical
identification systems have problems correctly identifying objects as
significant hazards. Also, most successful systems use an ultrasonic
sensor. Because the moon has no atmosphere an ultrasonic sensor will not
work.
Even when using an accurate sensor, such as a mechanical bumper,
problems remain with obstacle avoidance. The algorithms required to
determine what to do when an obstacle is encountered are not effective in
an unknown environment. Most research currently being done in obstacle
detection and avoidance is for devices in a known world volume. A world
volume is the space in which the device operates. The lunar surface
presents an unknown world environment. Research needs to be done to
provide an effective method of obstacle identification and avoidance for an
autonomous lunar regolith throwing device.
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7.3 Potential Device Applications
An impetus for furthering this design project is the versatilitythis
device. A manned lunar base will require a number of operations which
could be performed by this device. An effortmust be made throughout the
design process to achieve modularity and versatility.A fleetof autonomous
devices could perform tasks before the lunar base is established and
continue to be ofuse afterastronauts occupy the base.
Incorporated into the design of this device must be an attempt to
make itmodular so that itmay be used for other tasks. One potential use
for these devices is to gather regolith for mineral extraction. Regolith
contains oxygen and hydrogen. NASA intends to extract the oxygen and
hydrogen from the regolith for lunar base use [50]. The regoliththrowing
devices could be easilymodified to gather regolithand throw itinto a bin for
processing later. Although other methods have been proposed to gather
and mine regolith for mineral extraction,modifying the regolith throwing
device forthis operation prevents the need of constructing and transporting
another device to the Moon.
These devices could also be used for remote surveying of the lunar
surface. Because of the automatic operation of these devices, littlehuman
operation will be required for this function. This will be of special
advantage as it reduces expensive and dangerous EVA . In addition to
remote sensing, these devices could be used as transportation modules to
carry small items around the lunar base.
These devices could alsobe used to _ear areas for lunar roadways. A
previous study recommended that lunar roadways be constructed by
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clearing the top surface of the lunar regolith and compacting the
remaining surface [51]. These devices could be used to clear the roadway
rather than transporting a specificdevice to the Moon for this purpose.
Although not addressed in this report, these devices could be
modified to excavate craters. Craters will be dug on the lunar surface for
the partialburial of lunar habitats and other lunar base buildings. These
devices could be programmed to repeatedly clear a certain area of regolith,
thus excavating a crater.
The regoliththrowing devices could also be used to tow around large
objects. The devices could be linked together in series, similar to
locomotives towing railroad cars. This arrangement would allow the
devices to haul an objecttoo heavy for one device to haul by itself.This is an
efficientmethod for towing loads. Because only the number of units
necessary to haul a device will be used, no energy is wasted by having a
large device haul a small load. If a modular arrangement is retained, a
manipulator could be attached to the devices.This manipulator will allow
the devices to load the bin before towing it and unload it once the bin has
been towed to the desired location.
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APPENDIC'I_
APPENDIX A
Function Structure for a Fleet of Devices to Cover Lunar
Habitats
This appendix shows a process description for the functions each device
will perform to complete the task it is to perform. The functional description is
general: details how each process is to be performed are not presented.
The organization of the function structure is as follows. The outer
dashed line represents the system boundary. The flow of materials, signals,
and energy into and out of the system is shown. Included in Figure A1 is a key
to differentiate between the flows of materials, signals, and energy.
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APPENDIX B
Effects of Regolith Impact and Placement on Habitat
This appendix addresses the potential effects a load ofregolith will have
when impacting a lunar habitat. Plots of impact force and impact stress
versus impact duration were generated. Two typical impact durations are 1.2
ms for a baseball and bat, and 4 ms for a tennis racket and ball. A baseball
and bat collision is fairly inelastic while a tennis racket and ball collision is
fairly elastic. The regolith impact should fall easily in this range.
A proposed material for strengthening of the habitat skin is Kevlar. By
comparing the yield strength of Kevlar to the impact stresses from the plot, it
can be seen that there is little danger of a thrown load of regolith penetrating
the habitat. Better materials information is needed for a more accurate
analysis. Specifically, the exact material for the habitat skin needs to be
known.
This appendix also calculates an approximate stress the habitat must
support when covered by regolith. A potential problem with using regolith as
radiation shielding is the stress it may put on the habitat. The calculation done
presents limited accuracy, but, because the stress proved small (P=8.44 kPa),
a more accurate analysis was not performed.
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APPENDIX C
Comparison of Projectile Motion on the Earth and the
Moon
A comparison of projectile motion on the Earth and on the Moon was
made in this appendix. Projectile motion on the Earth includes aerodynamic
drag and a higher gravity. The throwing of regolith on the Earth will also
include a degree of dispersion of the load, due to the atmosphere. This
dispersion will not be seen on the Moon because of the near total vacuum
there. Due to lack of information on the spreading of thrown regolith, this
dispersion effect was assumed to be negligible.
This analysis shows that projectile motion on the Moon provides
sigrfificant energy savings. For a given launch velocity, a projectile can travel
a great deal further on the Moon. For a launch velocity of 12 m/s and a regolith
load of 11.72 kg, the load will travel approximately five times further on the
Moon than on the Earth. In addition, this appendix presents a plot displaying
the affect of launch angle on projectile trajectory.
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APPENDIX D
Comparison of Carrying Work and Throwing Work
This appendix presents a detailed analysis of the work comparison
between the methods of carrying and throwing the regolith. Derivations of
equations are presented followed by computer programs used to solve the
equations for the information desired. Lastly, several graphs are presented
using the results of the programs. Using the information provided by these
graphs, it can be seen that throwing proves a superior solution for regolith
movement on the moon. Also, based on the information in Figure D4, the dig
depth was chosen to be 0.2m.
In the derivation of the energy requirements, the energy required to
gather the regolith was neglected. It was assumed that the energy required to
gather the regolith would be approximately the same for both methods.
Therefore, knowledge of the energy required to gather the regolith is
unnecessary to compare the two alternatives.
Lastly, as a means of comparison, typical Earth-based dirt moving
technologies were examined. A conveyor belt and a bucket assembly are two
such methods to move soil. As is seen in this appendix, a problem with these
methods is their overall size. The expense of transporting large structures to
the lunar surface can be enormous. Another problem with these methods is
their lack of redundancy. To achieve any redundancy with these methods,
often more than one system is required.
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PROGRAM INTr_RI
C _ PROGRAM _P, AT[_ _ WORK I(17_UIR]_ TO COV]_ THE HABITAT
C WITH_LITH. THE MAIN PROGRAM WILL _TB THI_ VOLUME AND
C OTHI_INI_RMATIONBASI_DONCP, ITICALINPI_VAIX/I_. &T THIS POIN'r
C CRITICAL INPIFr VALUF_ WILL BE _ MANUALLY IN THE SOURCE CODK
C AT A LATI_ DATK TI_ PROGRAM MAY BI_MODIFIHD TO ACCEFr A USER
C CREAT_ INPLrr FILK
C ****USER SPECIFIED VALUF_
C G--_RAVITY ON THI_MOON
C TR=THICKNF_S OF RFf]OLTIH SCOOPED, M
C THErA=LAUNCII ANGLE, RAD
C H=I-I_IGHT OF HABITAT, M
C R=RADIUS OF HABrrAT, M
C T-THICKN_S OF _IATH ON TOP OF HABITAT, M
C ANOT=ANGLE OF REPOSE FOR _LITH, RAD
C N=NUMBER OF STEPS IN INTI_RATION, N MUST BB EVEN
C RHO=DENSITY OF REGOLITH, K_
C DELT=HEIGHT FROM WHICH DEVICE THROWS, M
C PI=3.141592654
C D=DISTANCE FROM CHNTER OF HABITAT TO GROUND ZERO, M
C **** _TI_ AND USED VARIABI._ ****
C VOL=VOLUMB OF RBC_LITH REQUIRED TO COVER HABITAT, M^3
C STEP--STEP SIZEOF INTEGRATION
C SMAX=MAXIMUM DISTANCB FROM WHICH THE DEVICB THROWS, M
C SUMI=SUMMATION OF PART OF INT_RAL
C SUM2,fSUMMATION OF PART OF INTF_RAL
C FNOT=DWORK SOLUTION FOR FIRST STEP, S=B
C FN=DWORK SOLUTION FOR LAST STEP, S--SMAX
C I--STEP COUNTER
C **** DF_XARI_ AND TYPEVARIABLK_ ****
REAL B,R,T,ANOT _),H,VOL,PI, TR, SMAX,STI_ ,SUMI,SUM2,FNOT ,FN,RIIO
REAL DIK,T,THETA,INT,G
INTF_ER N,I
C **** SET UP INPUT AND OUTPUT FILK5 ****
C INPUT FILE
C NONE
C OUTPUTFILF_
C HI£ FOR WORKVALUE
OPEN(UNIT=2,FKT_INTF_RW.OUT3
C FILE FOR SMAX VALLrB
OPEN(UNIT=3 ,FILB=_.OUT)
C FILB FOR TR VALUE
OPENOJNrr--4,FIL__T.OUT)
C FK£ FOR _
OPEN(UNrr_,FE,E=_rrr_RV.OUT)
C FILE FOR S, DISTANC_
OP_(UNrr=6,FH_XST.OUT)
OP_tTJNrr=IO_WNAUGHT.Otrr9
OPEN(UNIT= 1I,FK£='S.OUT)
C **** HNTER USER VALUF_ ****
PI=3.141592654
G=-1.624
D6
ANOT=37.'InJ180.
T=.5
R--&
D]_T=0.0
TR---.I
N---100
TH]_A--45.'PI/180.
D=s.-t22s6+7_59D
RHO=1465.
C **** SET UP AND _TIONS FOR VOLUME OF _LITI'I REQUIRED
B--_+Y_(ANOT_+DCrAN(ANO_
H=(R+_(ANOT_D
VOL=_*%.0*I_.O-2.0_R**3.0_.O-R**2*D+IY_*3_.O)*PI
C **** O'_AI_ LOOP TO _t; VARIBL_ OF INTIIRSEST
C **** AT THIS FUN_ LKr US CHANGE TR AND SHE HOW
C WORK AND SMAX VARY.
C **** _ tIEADINGS TO FILE****
WRrl'_,*)_VORK'
wRrI_,*)_MAX'
WRII_4,*)'TP,'
WRrI_5,*)WMAX'
C ****INITIALI_ AND SETUP WttILE DO LOOP
TR=0.005
DO_T.I.0)
C **** SET UP AND _TE MAXIMUM S AND STEP S1ZII ****
SMAX---SQRT(VO_I+B**2.)
C UPPER LIMIT OF IN'I3GRATION IS SMAX.
C LOWER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION IS B
SUMI=O.O
$UM2--_.O
C ****SET UP MAIN LOOP****
$=B
FNOT=DWOgK(RHO,S_;,DELT,Q,TRErA,TR)
FN=DWORK(RHO,SMAX,R,DELT,G,TI_'TA,IR)
S=B+STEP
DO tO I=LtN- 1),2
$UM I=SUM I+DWORKtRIIO,S,H,D]_.,T,G,TIIKTA.,TR)
S=S+2.0*S'H_
10 CONTINUE
S=B+2.0*STEP
_0 20 Z=2,_-2).2
SUM2=S UM2+DWORK(RIIO,S,H, DELT,G,THErA,TR)
S=S+2.0*STIgP
20 CONTINI_
INT=STIgP/3.*(FNOT+FN+4. *$UM 1_-2.*SUM2)
wRrmCz, ioo)ncr
wRrmo,_00)SMAX
'W_4,100)TR
100 PORMAT(IX,F20.3)
TR=TR+.00_
ENDDO
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STOP
****** FUNCTION DWOP_**************************************
FUNCTION DWO_OD,SD JW,D_r.TD,_D,TflI_._D,I_.)
THIS FUNCTION SOLVES THE FUNCIION TO BE _TI_D BASED ON A
VALUB OF SD. FROM _ FUNC'IION THE SUBROUIINB BISECT IS CALLED.
THE OTItGR VARIABLI_ PASSED ARE FOR TIIE PURPOSE OF PASSING
TO THE SUB_OLrlINE BISECT LATI_ _ FUNCTION IS TO BE US]BD
WITH THE PROGRAM INTEGR TO SOLVE FOR THE WORK RF_UIRBD TO MOVE A
CERTIAN AMOUNT OF WORK. THE "D" MAKE THE VARIABLES IDEN31HABLE
TO TItE FUNCTION
VARIABLE IDEN'IIFICATION
RIIOD=DI_NSFI'YOF RGC_LrlIL KG/M^3
SI_DISTANCE FROM TIIECENTER OF THE HABITAT, M
XLD=LOWI_ GUF_S_O BE USED BY BISF_'F)
XUI_UPPER GU_SS('I'O BE USED BY BISECT)
E._D=STOPPING CRYIERION (%)0"0 BI_USED BY BISF_"T)
BAD=APPROXIMA'I'I_ ERROR (%x'ro BE USED BY BIS_
XRD=KOI..rl_ ESTAMrI'_ ('IX)BE USED BY BISECT)
MAXIT=MAXIMUM NUMBER OF _TIONS 0"O BE USED BY BISFsC_
I'rl_=NUMBGR OF _TIONS (TO BE USED BY BISF_'D
VD=LAUNCE _, M/S 0"O BE USED BY BISF_r'I")
HD=HEIGHT OF HABITAT ABOVE THE GROUND, M O'O BE USED BY BISF_r'r)
DELTD=HEIGI:IT OF DEVICE ABOVE GROUND ZI_O, M 0"O BE USI_ BY BISGC"r)
GD=_P.AVITY, MtS/S 0_O BE USED BY BISECT)
THETAD=ANGLE OF DEPARTURE FOR LAUNCH, I_S.DIANS O'O BE USED BY BlUFf"r)
TR=DI_IIt OF scoop, M
PI=3.14
DECLARE AND TYPE VARIABLES
REAL RIIOD,SD_._,XUD,ES D,EAD,XRD,VD,IID,DELTD,GD,TflEFAD,PI, TR
IN'IT_ER MAXrI'D,ITERD
SET UP CONSTANT VALUF_ AND VALUES TO BE US[_I) AS INITIAL GUF_S
BY BISFsC'F
PI=3.1415926._4
XI.,D=SQRT(S D*OD/S IN(2.0*TttETAD))- 1.
XIYD=XI.,D+2.0
DO_O(XUD,S D,HD,DI_LTD,GD,THETAD).LT.0.0)
XUD=-XLFD+1
ENDDO
MAXn'I)=200
GSD=.I
CALL BISEeT_LD,XUD_SD_RD,EAD2_AxrID.rFGRD,VD,SD_tD_D]I_LTD,
+GD,TH_AD)
DWORK=.5*RHOD*VD**2.*2.0*PI*TR*SD
REI'URN
END
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c
SUBROU'nNE Bxsr_yr__s _JT_R,V_,SB J_ Dr_LTB,
+GB,'IItETAB)
THIS PROGRAM SUBROUTINI_ SOLVF_STO FIND THI] ROUT OF AN BQU&TION
USING M BISECTION MBTHOD. IT IS TO BE USED WITH M MAIN
PROGRAM INTr_R1. IT RI_UIE_ _ F_QUATIONTO BE SUPIJED BY AN
EXTERNAL FUNCHON.
XL=LOWER GUESS
XU=UPPER GUESS
XR=ROUT ES'IIMATE
KS=STOPPING cRrrERION (%)
EA=APPROXIMATE ERROR (%)
MAXIT=MAXIMUM NUMBER OF rrlIRATIONS
rTER=NUMBER OF rIERATIONS
TEST=TEST TO SEE HOW A_TI] ANSWlm IS
TIlE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE USED TO PASS INFORMATION TO
THE HYNC-'HONVZERO,THE "B"IS IDEN'IIFY TItEM AS THE BISECT
VERSION
VB=LAUNCH _, M/S
SB=DISTANCE FROM _ OF HABITAT. M
I-IB=HI_GHT OF HABITAT EX'II_ING ABOVE M GROUND, M
DELTB=HEIGI-IT ABOVE GROUND ZERO FROM WHICH M REGOLITH IS THROWN, M
GB=GRAVITY, M/S/S
THErAB=ANGI.£ OF DEPARTURE, RADIANS
C DECLARE AND TYPEVARIALBES
REAL XL, XU,XR,ES,EA,TEST, VB,SB,HB,DELTB,GB ,THETAB
m'I'EGER MAXI'rjTI_
c
c INT[ALIZE AND BEGIN
ITER=O
EA=I.I*ES
DOWttlLE(EA.GT.ES.AND.rrER.LT.MAXrr)
XR=tXL,XU_
ITIiR=rI'IIR+1
n:(X_XU.NK0.0)Tm_
EA=ABS(CXU-XL)/(XL+XU))*_00.
ENDIF
TEST=VZERO(XL,SB j-IB,DIILTB,GB,'HIErAB )*
+ VZERO(X_SB,EIB,DELTB,GB,THEFAB)
n:fmsT.r_.o.o)Tm_
EA=0.
ELSE
IF(I'KST.LT.0.)THI_
XU=XR
ELSE
XL=XR
ENDIF
MIF
D9
I_NDDO
VB=XR
END
C ***** FUNCTION VZI_O ******************************************
C ***************************************************************
_n_c-noN vz_o(vv,sv J_V_)_LTV,_,Tm_rAV)
C Tam FuNcnON SOLWS A IX)RMOF EQUATION 55.1 FROMMY NOT_OOZ
C ITISTOBEUSI_)WlTHMSUBROU'IMBISI_. M FUNCTION
C ACCEF_ AVALUEOFW, SV, IIV,GV,M'FAV AND DELTVTOBE
C M)_PMANT VARIABI._. M CRARAC_R V IS TO DIFFERENTIATE
C TIIKSEVALUF_ FROM TIIOSE IN M MAIN PROGRAM.
C VARIABI._IDI_'IFICATION
C W=V_CFFY OF M MoLm_ AS IT MV_ M DBVIC_
C SV=DISTANC_ FROM M _ OF M IIABITAT, M
C ItV=IMGHT OF M HABITAT PROTRUDING FROM THE (]ROUND, M
C DI_-TV=IMGHT FROM WHICH M DEVICE IS MOWIM, M
C OV=G_VITY ON M MOON,
C TIIEFAV=ANGI_ OF DEPARTURE FOR M MOW
C UNDER=WORKING VARIBALE USED TO _ FOR SQRT(-NUMBER)
C
C VARIABLE TYPE DECARATION
REAL W,SVjIVDELTV,GV,THErAV,UNDER
C AVOID PROBLEMS OF HAVING SQRT(-N)
UNDI_R=(VV*SIN(THErAV))* *7._O/GV+DI]LTV
_(UND_.LT.HV)TH_N
UNDI_=HV
i_SG
UNDER=UNDER
BNDIF
C _1_ FUNCHON
VZ_O=-SV+VV*COS_AV)*(VV*Sn_(Tm_AV_V
D+_.O#OV*(UNDmt-HV))**__)
END
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PROGRAM ROLLWRK
C THIS PROGRAM IN'IEGRATES THE WORK REQUIRED TO COVER THE HABITAT
C WITHREGOHTK THE MAIN PROGRAM WILL CALCULATE "II_ VOLUME AND
C OTHER INFOR_TION BASED ON CRrrlCAL INPUT VALU_. AT THIS POINT
C CRITICAL INPUT VALUES WILL BR EN'IERED MANUALLY IN THE SOURCE CODK
C AT A LATER DATK TI_ PROGRAM MAY BE MODIFII_D TO ACCEFr A USER
C CRBATED I/_UT HI_
C ****USER SPECIFIED VALUES
C G--GRAVITY ON THE MOON
C TR=THICKNKSS OF _L'HH SCOOPED, M
C R=RADIUS OF HABITAT, M
C T=THICKNESS OF RFfioLrrH ON TOP OF HABITAT, M
CC ANOT=ANGLE OF REPOSE FOR REGOIJTII,RADRHO_DI_ISITY OF _LrFH,
C PI=3.141592654
C D=DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF HABITAT TO GROUND Zi]RO, M
C **** CAtEIKA'IED AND USED VARIABLES ****
C VOL=VOLUME OF _LrH4 REQUIRED TO COVER HABITAT, M^3
C I--STEP COUNTI_
C **** ENTER USER VALU_ ****
C **** DEI.C.ARE AND TYPE VARIABLES
REAL G,TR,R,TANOTJUIO_I,D,AL,SMAX,WORK,VOL, VOLMDU,RCEMPT
REAL R_SEMASSF,WORKLFT, TIIErA,BJI,WIIEELD,NRC,BRC, KC.J_I4I
INT_ER I,N
C ***** OPEN AND SET UP PRINT _ **********
OPEN(uNrr=2_qmaT_WORKIt OUT9
oP_(uNrr=3 J_u_=_MAX_OUT_
op  --4 nx ='nu ou33
OP   6 'Xt.OUT 
PI=3.141592654
(]--1.624
ANOT=37.*Pl/180.
T=.5
R--8.
TR=.I
THErA--45.*PI/180.
D=a.-_2.591)
WHEEI/>=I.6
RIIO=I,_5.
VOLMDU--I.g* L55.1.1
MASSF:t=I500.
MASSF=MAS SB+VOLMDU*RHO
WORKLFr=I03000600.
NRC=I.0
KC=1400.
KPIH--820000.
BRC=.3
C **** SET UP AND CALL'VJLATIONS FOR VOLUME OF _LFIIt RF_UIRED
B=(R+T Sm(ANOT DtrAN(ANOT)
H=(R+TFCOS(ANOT)+D
D15
VO_**Z0*H/3.0-2.0*R**3.0/3.0-R**2*D+D**3J3.0)*PI
C **** SET UP CALULATIONS FOR ROLLING RI_ISTANCE
RCEMPT=_(3.*MASSE*G/SQRT(WIIEELD))* *((2.* NRC+ Z )/(2_*NRC+ 1.)))
D/((3.-NRC)** ((2. *NRC+2.)/(2. *NRC+ I.))*(NRC+ I.)*((KC+BRC*KPHD**(I.
DI(2.*NRC+ 1.))))
RC_JLI_0.*MASSPCNSQRT_))** ((/,.*N'RC+2.y(2.*NRC+ 1.)))
D/((3.-NRC)**((I.*NRC+Zy(2.*NRC+ I.))*(NRC+ I.)*((KC+BRC*KPHI)**(I.
D/(Z*NRC+I.))))
WRITE(*,*)RCFULL
WRI'IE(*,*)RCEMFF
C **** OVERAIL LOOP TO CHANGEVARIBLEOF_KST
C **** AT THIS/UNCTURK LET US CHANGE TR AND SEE HOW
C WORK AND SMAX VARY WITH TR.
C **** _ IIK_INGS TO _ ****
_*)WORlrJ'
WRrlT_,*)'SMAX'
wRrr_4.,)-rR'
wRrI_5,*)XBAR'
WRrIW6,*)'AL'
wRrl'_,*)_r
C ****INrr[AUZE AND SET UP _ DO LOOP
TR=0.006
DO_T.I.0)
SMAX=SQRT(VOIJrR/PI+B**Z0)
AL=SQRT(VOIA4DU/rR)
N=ner(CSMAX-ByAL)+1
XBAR=0.0
DO 10, I=O,N,1
XBAR=XBAR+4.0*FI*REAIA'N)*(B +REAL(N)*AL)
I0 CONT[NUI_
WORK=RCEMFr'XBAR/2.0+RCHR,L*XBAR/2.0+WORKLFY
WRrI_5,*)XBAR
_*)WORK
WRrT_4,*)TR
WeI"ITO,*)SMAX
WI_6,*)AL
,*)N
TR=TR+.00_
ENDDO
STOP
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APPENDIX E
Comparison of Rotational and Linear Throwing
This appendix presents a comparison of rotational throwing versus
linear throwing. Several factors such as effect on release angle, accuracy and
precisionofthe throwing method, and ease ofrecockingand reloadingwere
addressed. This quantitativeanalysisindicateda linearthrowing motion was
superior.
Another factorto consideristhatdifferentthrowing motions willhave
differenteffectson the dispersionofa thrown load ofregolith,This problem is
alsoaddressed in thisappendix. A rotationalarm imparts a velocitygradient
acrossa load ofregolith.The outeredge ofregolithwillmove fasterthan the
inner edge,and thereforewilltravelfarther.This differencein velocities
dispersesthe regolithupon release.This dispersionisnot seen with a linear
throwing motion. There may be dispersionofa load ofregolithdue to fricticn
between the regolithload and the load chamber walls.This frictionaldispersion
willbe presentin both linearand rotationalthrowing motions. The degree of
thisdispersionisunknown, and more work needs tobe done to determine its
severity.In thisanalysisthiseffectwas assumed negligible.
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APPENDIX F
Comparison of Energizing Methods
The following appendix presents the analysis used to determine the
energizing method that was chosen forthe throwing motion. Although a linear
throwing motion was chosen for reasons other than the type of torque and
angular accelerationrequired,an analysis of a directangular connection to a
throwing arm is presented. This analysis is shown to illustrateanother
complication ofusing a rotationalthrowing arm. After the rotationalthrowing
arm an arrangement using an electricmotor to compress a spring is analyzed.
Also, a method using a flywheel for energy storage is analyzed. Lastly, a
magnetic energizing approach is investigated. This approach proved
unfeasible because itrequired a length of over 100 meters to accelerate the
regolithto the necessary velocityusing reasonable magnetic fields.The motor
and spring arrangement was chosen as itproved superior in a comparison of
geometry, power and torque requirements, and mass.
The main advantage of the spring and motor arrangement is the
controllabilityofthe torque required. The required torque isa function ofthe
number ofthe rotations made by the motor. As long as the necessary power
issupplied by the motor, a gear ratiocan be used to allow a motor with a wide
range oftorques to be used.
The feasibilityofa linearspringforacceleratinga load ofregolithisalso
demonstrated in this appendix by two methods. The firstis a work-energy
method. The second is a dynamic model of a spring-mass system. The two
methods provided resultsthat are approximately equal. Two methods were
used to provide a check on the accuracy ofthe results.
FI
Analysis in this appendix shows that it is possible to create a spring
from titanium or aluminum that willlaunch an 11.72 kg load ofregolithat 12
m/s. For a spring compression distance of0.5 m, the spring constant has to be
approximately 6750 N/m to achieve the needed velocity.
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APPENDIX G
Volume of Regolith Needed to Cover Habitat
One of the early steps in the quantitative analysis was calculating the
volume of regolith required to cover the habitat. The volume required is
dependent on a number of factors based on the geometry and positioning of the
habitat and the angle of repose of regolith. The volume of regolith was
important both for discovering how much regolith had to be moved as well as
investigating the amount of regolith that will be on the habitat. This appendix
contains an analysis and calculation of the volume of regolith required. The
volume required to cover the habitat is 3142 m^3 of regolith.
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APPENDIX H
Determination of Size of Lunar Device Fleet
This appendix contains the analysis to determine the number of lunar
devices in a fleet. A plot was made of volumetric rate of regolith collection per
device. This plot shows that above ten lunar devices there is not a very large
gain in lower rates of collection. Below ten lunar devices, the collection rate
increases and a degree of redundancy is lost. If one of the ten devices fails,
then the regolith collection rate will not have to increase much to ensure
coverage of the lunar habitat in one lunar day. If one out of two lunar devices
failed then the collection rate will have to greatly increase. Ten units provides
a reasonable collection rate and a high degree of redundancy.
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APPENDIX I
Nominal Power of Single Lunar Device
This appendix presents an analysis of the nominal power required for a
single device. The model chosen for this analysis is configuration 1 as shown in
the text of the report. Because this configuration requires that the device
gather and throw at separate intervals it was important to discover the
optimal amount of time spent gathering soil and compacting the spring. This
optimal time arrangement provides for a minimal power requirement. In
addition to being based on configuration 1, this analysis also assumes ten units
and that the job is to be completed in one lunar day.
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APPENDIX J
Traction Analysis and Blade Selection
This appendix presents a detailed analysis of the traction generated, and
required by the device. It is based on configuration 1 as presented in the text. A
derivation of the optimal depth of dig is presented with respect to energy savings.
The force required to make this cut proved greater than the device can generate.
To allow an efficient cut, analysis was performed to optimize the blade geometry.
Comparing the traction generated with the traction required, a feasible blade
geometry was chosen. The scraper blade chosen allows for the regolith to be
gathered at a reasonable rate without overcoming the traction generated.
The results of this analysis allows the device essentially no extra
traction. In order for the device to climb inclines and handle unexpected
terrain, extra traction will be required. The traction analysis performed does
not include an allowance for the tread pattern of the wheel. A high traction
tread pattern can be used to provide enough extra traction to handle inclines
and unexpected terrain.
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APPENDIX K
Determination of Launch Load Size and Device Velocity
The determination ofa launch load sizeand a velocityofthe lunar device
are addressed in this appendix. A plot of the volumetric collectionrate of
regolithfor each device was plotted against the side dimension of a launch
volume of regolith.A cube ofregolithwas assumed as the launch mass. The
practicallower limitwas seen as a cube of regolith0.2 m on a side. Larger
sizescreate geometrical and technicalproblems.
By assuming a bulldozermodification,or ramp, forregolithcollectiona
necessary device velocitywas calculated.A necessary velocityisthat velocity
which assures the collection of enough regolith to cover the habitat in one lunar
day. A volume of collected regolith was approximated by a box. By setting this
volume equal to the known volumetric rate, determined in the first part of this
appendix, the de_ce velocity was then calculated. The velocity of the device
must be approximately 0.187 km]hr (0.116 mph). This extremely low velocity
is desirable, as it is easier and safer if the lunar device travels slowly.
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APPENDIX L
Dimensioned Sketch of Lunar Device
This appendix presents the analysis done to generate a dimensioned
sketch of configuration #1, which is the configuration to be computer
simulated. The basis for the dimensions was the RTG power source. The size
of the RTG was determined from the power requirements of the lunar device.
Additionally, the blade requirements were known beforehand. The lunar device
was then scaled from these known dimensions.
The results are a device 0.4 m tall with 0.2 m ground clearance. The
width of the device is 0.66 m. The length of the body of the device is 1.0 m. The
overall length of the device, including the blade, is approximately 2.8 meters.
The estimated mass of the lunar device is 150 kg.
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APPENDIX M
Instability of Lunar Device Upon Release of Regolith Load
This appendix addresses the tendency for the lunar device to tip when a
regolith load is launched. When a load of regolith is launched from the lunar
device, an acceleration is imparted to the device. This acceleration was
modeled as a force input to the lunar device system. The force is equal to the
launch mass times the acceleration. The highest acceleration is just after the
load of regolith is released. If the lunar device tips when throwing regolith, the
accuracy of a throw will be adversely affected.
Results show that there is indeed a problem with the lunar device
tipping on the release of a load of regolith. A minimum device mass of 3755 kg
is needed to prevent the lunar device from moving upon regolith launch. The
estimated system mass is 150 kg. This difference means the lunar device will
move when a load is launched. More analysis needs to be done to determine
whether the lunar device actually flips over or rocks back and forth. Either of
these results will have negative effects on the performance of the lunar device.
Additionally, more design work is needed to remove the tipping problem.
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ERRATA SHEET
Errata sheet for the report "Conceptual Design of a Fleet of Autonomous
Regolith Throwing Devices for Radiation Shielding of Lunar Habitats."
1) Page 3 line 7. "(see figure 1)" should say "(see Figure 1)."
2) Page 28 Caption on Figure 12. "Standard Earth-moving equipment"
should say "Standard earth-moving equipment."
3) Page 38 line 14. There should be one fewer space between "shortcoming" and
4) Page 42 line 7. There should be one fewer space between "the" and "system."
5) Page 45 line 7. "This" should appear before "method is memory dependent."
6) Page 46 line 9. "may cause the habitat too collapse" should say "may cause
the habitat to collapse."
7) Page 75 line 20. "energy stored on them" should say "energy stored in them."
8) Page 87 last line. There should be a period after" (see Appendix L)."
9) Page 90 line 6. "An detailed analysis" should say" A detailed analysis."
10) Page 91 line 18. "parameters that needed to be were" should say
"parameters that needed to be determined were."
11) Page 98 line 15. There should be a comma after atmosphere.
12) Page 99 line 2. "versatility this device" should say "versatility of this
device."
"of LOS."
